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SGA Performance Marred by
Absenteeism, Charter Problems
by Staff Writers

The Student Government Association has been credited with
improved performance under Its new constitution, though problems
with absenteeism and morale remain.
phoio by Bailey Johnston

Absenteeism, lagging morale,
and constitutional discrepancies,
have marred operation of the
Student Government Association,
despite what College administrators have perceived to be
promising improvements in performance over past SGA administrations.
In a letter to SGA President
Tami Voudouris last week, College
Vice President Thomas Smith
•commended Voudouris' administration on its improved
cohesiveness and efficiency, noting
that the SGA "is on the upswing".
However, in regrouping its
forces under the new SGA constitution, which was adopted last
spring, the organization has faced a
number of problems. Some of the
difficulties, such as absenteeism
and indifference on the part of

Education Dept. Review Halted
EPC Ponders Future Action
by Alex Price
In recent meetings with the
Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) the Education Department
presented its arguments against the
resumption of a formal inquiry into
the department.
In a letter of Feb^ 14, the EPC
had notified the Education
Department that it was suspending
its investigation of the Department.
Speaking for the Committee,
Chairman Miller Brown said, "We
wanted to give them a chance to
talk to us some more. We didn't
want them to think they'd been
railroaded." •
The Education Department had
argued that it was not allowed "a

Russian Poet to
Visit Trinity
by EUot Klein
Yevgenyi Yevtushenko, famous
Russian poet, will give a reading of
.MS works in the Washington
Koom, sponsored by the Greater
Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education, this Thursday, March
Yevtushenko is now on a onemonth tour of the United States,
Ws fourth.
According to Consortium
Russian Professor Alexander Guss,
who is a friend of the poet's and
w
as able to arrange for the visit,
Yevtushenko is one of Russia's
leading poets, though "he has had
™s ups and downs in the Soviet
Merary hierarchy".
Yevtushenko first achieved
world prominence in the early
^60's. He has been critical of other
Soviet dissidents, though he has not
dl
ways closely followed the
government line.
One of Yevtushenko's most
fa
mous
poems,
"Babiyar,"
Cont. on P. 4

reasonable opportunity" to defend
against the commencement of the
inquiry,
The department was given its
opportunity during the meetings on
Feb. 27 and March 6. The
Education
Department's
arguments at those times were
directed against the EPC's three
stated reasons for beginning its
inquiry:
T-That the department was
an anomaly. That it was a
department without a major.
—That many of the Education
Department's courses were more
vocational than is usually thought
appropriate in a liberal arts college.
—That the undergraduate and
graduate enrollments do not justify
the department's FTE allotment
(the number of faculty it may hire).
Ecftnyitlon Chairman Bud
Schultz pointed out that the:
unusual nature of a program is not
reason-enough to investigate it.
"The department," he said, "has
been in existence since 1951, with
no serious problems until now. If it
were dysfunctional, problems
would have come up before."
Schultz claimed that most of
the Education Department's
courses were not vocational. He
mentioned courses such as "Moral
Education",
"Sociology
of
Education" and "Educational
Psychology" as examples. "If one
classifies these courses as
vocational courses," he said, "one
would have to classify almost every
course in the college as
vocational—most of our courses
are in this category."
Schultz also defendedthe
student teaching and methods
courses
often
considered
vocational. He said the courses
have two parts to them: skill
acquisition and reflection. "Skill
acquisition in these courses is
similar to the skill teaching
components of science labs,
courses in the performing arts and

creative writing. We're really
talking about skills in communication.
The reflective element of the
courses requires students to "raise
important questions having to do
with their discipline, their authority
role in a complex organization, and
their personal worth." Students
who student-teach have to "make
judgements in a volatile situation
and live with the consequences".
Schultz emphasized the worth of
giving students the opportunity "to
see how they measure up_in a
situation." "These issues will strike
to the core of what we hold to be
important in a liberal arts
education," he said.
"Preparing people to teach isn't
a narrow technical endeavor,
unless you view teaching as a
narrow endeavor—and we don't.
At its best, it's a profound,
liberating, disciplined activity."
Schultz continued, "Programs can
be vocational and liberal at once.
What is important is the quality of
those programs."
In response to the question of
enrollments, Schultz observed that
there has been no substantial
change in enrollment in the last
four years. "At the time when the
EPC granted us permission to fill a
vacancy in 1976, enrollments were
not substantially different than
they are now when they are
considering eliminating one or
more positions in the department."
Dr. Schultz asserted the
willingness of the Education
Department to work with other
departments and to respond to the
needs of the college and community at large.
As undergraduate enrollment is
roughly twice as large as graduate
enrollment, the department has in
the last three years tripled its
undergraduate course offering and
Cont. on P. 3

members, are not new to the SGA. President of the SGA and chairConsistently, certain delegates at man of the Budget Committee.
"Routinely, all conflicts go to
weekly meetings under present and
past administrations have been the Steering Committee," said
seen doing homework or otherwise Voudouris. "Some of the excused
delegates are among the SGA's
ignoring the business at hand.
The new constitution has raised most active members," she added.
In addition, the SGA is using a
problems of its own, both through
inconsistencies in the_ document system to penalize absent delegates
and through the Voudouris ad- which is different from the system
ministration's interpretation of • specified in the new constitution.
The constitution mandates that
certain sections.
"We're naturally encountering a delegate receive two demerits for
some rough edges in the new missing a meeting, or one demerit
constitution; it's a new system with if a proxy vote is submitted for a
missed meeting. Delegate"- are to
bugs in it," said Voudouris.
Specifically, present SGA receive a warning after they
policy in recording and responding acquire three demerits, and ate
to absenteeism varies sharply from expelled after receiving more than
procedure outlined in the con- three demerits.
In present practice, delegates
stitution. A number of delegates
are currently being extended receive one demerit for missing a
liberal absentee allowances which meeting, and one-half demerit
are not provided in the con- when missing a meeting if a proxy
is submitted. Delegates with, one
stitution.
Under the constitution, there is demerit are warned, and more than
two demerits bring expulsion.
no provision for an excused abOne delegate, Tom Hunter, '80,
sence, in present practice, the SGA
Steering Committee regularly was dismissed in January for his
grants excuses to delegates for failure to attend weekly meetings,
reasons ranging from conflicts with and SGA Secretary Liz Carrigan
class schedule to athletic events. reported that six delegates have
Three students have been excused either received letters of warning
for the entire semester due to or should receive letters this week.
Sharon Saul, "82, u dovm
conflict with classes. One of the

^
Trinity Hosts NEMLA
Language Parley

by AlanLevine
While students will be
vacationing elsewhere, Trinity will
host the annual Northeast Modern
Languages Association (NEMLA)
convention on March 29-31. The
convention, which will take place
primarily at the Sheraton Hartford
Hotel, is expected to attract approximately 800 members of the
association, scholars in modern
languages and literature,
About 300 papers will be
presented, covering an extremely

wide range of subjects, including
Italian and Latin, Slavic,
Linguistics,
Criticism,
Bibliography, and Film.
Kathy Frederick, Associate
Director of Public Relations,
pointed out that having the convention in Hartford is somewhat of
a coup for Trinity. The association,
the nation, is an important one in
thenation, is an important one in
the academic world and it gives a
measure of prestige to the hosting
institution. Scholars from all over
Cont. on P. 4

The last minute of Friday's last class will mark the beginning of
the annual mass exodus for Spring Break. Whether the destination
is suburbia or the Sun Belt matters not, the campus will be
populated by a few dazed dazed paperwriters and erstwhile
athletes. Most people will take a break from the College routine, so
will we. The next Tripod will appear April 10.
__
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Coney Island Viewed as Mass
Culture Exhibition
by Eliot Klein
About 100 students, faculty and
Hartford residents went to Boyer
Auditorium last Tuesday evening
to hear Dr. John Kasson of the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill deliver an off-beat
American Studies lecture on
"Coney Island: Mass Culture as
Carnival."
Kasson described the atmosphere at Coney Island as "the
most striking example" of the new
post-Victorian mass culture.
The period which Kasson
discussed, the years from 1895 to
the early 1920's, were years of
transition in American society.
During these years, the elitism and
strong class consciousness of staid
Victorian America was challenged
as the nation became more urbanized and felt the effects of
large-scale immigration.
Kasson contrasted the more
restrained, purposeful play of the
Victorians with the "carnival" spirit

of unrestrained fun seen at Coney
Island.
To help illustrate this transition,
Kasson began his talk with a brief
discussion of the 1893 Columbian
Exhibition, held in Chicago. The
Chicago exhibition had teCourt of
Honor, with massive white edifices
in the Beaux Arts style, an environment which, according to
Kasson, was intended to symbolize
the cultural pride and elitism of the
Victorians. The most ironic aspect
of this exhibit, in Kasson's view,
was the fact that these huge
buildings were torn down shortly
after the exhibition ended, though
a midway which was erected there,
remained for several more years.
After the first hotel was built
there in 1829, Coney Island grew
into a rather disreputable resort,
often referred to as "sodom-by-thesea".
In the 1890's, after two major
fires wiped out the area, Coney
Island experienced a transformation, as promoters learned

Trinity College Library Hours

that Vice did not pay as well as
virtue."
Under the management of
creative owners, Steeplechase,
Luna, and Dreamland amusement
parks gave people the opportunity
for "unconsidered muscular
action". Coney Island became a
world of fantasy where members of
all classes could go and forget
themselves.
Kasson's choice of the word
"carnival" seems to be based on the
fact that he sees a great deal of
escapism and even eroticism in the
reactions of Coney Island's
patrons, and he compared, this
situation to today's discos.
In Kasson's analysis, Coney
Island was a manifestation of many
of the forces of the new mass
culture, including the emphasis on
pleasure and release, on "sensation
versus sensibility" and on a more
heterogeneous class structure.
Kasson received his B.A. .from
Harvard University, and his Ph.D.
in American Studies from Yale.
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End of City Government Urged
that rising economic problems will
necessitate political and social
Boyer
Auditorium,
last reforms, but the difficult process
Monday, March 5, was the scene will be determining "at what level
not for a lecture on charter should we do things." He asserted
revision, but rather for y a con- that the present interaction betstitutional convention. This was the ween various levels of government
metaphor which Professor Lance is "a vast and complicated system
Liebman of Harvard Law School of money going up and down." He
attached to his lecture entitled believed that the federal governProviding Public Services: Who ment involves itself in so many
areas that it is often involved in an
Chooses and Who Pays.
insufficient
Liebman cited the growing incomplete and
number of states advocating a manner.
constitutional convention to amend
Liebman said that a large
present tax laws, as proof of portion of government ex"significant discontent in the penditures supply services which
nation." He believed that the citizens should not inherently
founding fathers would be deserve or deem fundamental. He
astounded that the constitution has asserted that in a system which
remained, to such av large extent, started from the beginning "there
unchanged.
would have to be some place in
Liebman stated it is obvious society ensured to every citizen."
by Stephen I. Coukos

fcdaiidkfc
Big Bargain to Europe
Just Got Bigger.
Introducing Wide-Body DC 10 Service
to the Heart of Europe.^299 Roundf rip.
And our great
bargain price is still
"the same as before.
Just $299 roundtrip
from New York to Luxembourg, $149.50 one
way. Price includes an
excellent dinner, free wjne
and cognac. No restrictions.
Tickets can Se purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and
are good for a
full year. DC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.
Prices are
subject to change
after May 14,1979. Add
$12.50 surcharge each way on
travel between April 5 and
April 27."

Liebman thought that an acceptable minimum income should be
guaranteed. Lower levels of
government could supply additional services, or expand upon
the minimal services coming from
the federal government. Liebman
conceded that politics would be
extensively involved in determining
these "accounting decisions".
In Liebman's ideal system "we
would abolish cities." Below the
federal level would be regional
government overseeing areas
greater in size than the present
states. Below the region would be
municipal units encompassing the
city and its outlying regions. Neighborhood units would approximate
suburban towns, although Liebman
stressed that the size of the various
governmental units is a difficult
question.
George Levine, former Hartford councilman from 1968-75,
hesitated at embracing such
radical changes. He feared basic
changes in the system for meeting
needs—real or imaginary—which
could be merely ephemeral.

Easter Weekend - Regular Library Honre

Campus Notes
Choir Tour
The Concert Choir is in the
process of raising money for their
tour, of the East Coast during
Spring vacation. They are. now
selling raffle tickets at meal time at
Mather and across campus. Ticket
price is $1.00.
Prizes to be awarded at the
Thursday drawing include: 2
tickets to the King Tut exhibit in
New York City, 2 framed prints of
the College, lunch for 2 at Rein's
Deli, dinner at Timothy's, a
magnum of champagne, and many
others.
Tour stops on the planned trip
are Bethlehem, Pennsylvania;
Princeton, New Jersey; two
concerts in Washington, D.C., at
Georgetown and at the Pentagon;
Chapel Hill, North Carolina; and
ending at Williamsburg, Virginia at
the Bruton Parish Church.

A career in lawwithout lawschool
A

fter just three months of study at The
L Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
i \ many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.
'he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
T
nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training.. Since 1970, we've placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
f you're a senior of high academic standing
and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

I

Friday, March 16

For more information see your travel agent. Or write Dept.
#
Icelandic Airlines, P. 0. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY
11552. In New York City, call 757-8585 or call toll free in New
York State (800) 442-5910; elsewhere, (800) 223-5080.

The

NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY_

.STATE

ZIP.

ICELANDIC&

Institute
for
Paralegal9
Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.

Bnstein Talk
Dr. Banesh Hoffman, who aid
significant research with Albert
Einstein on the general theory of
relativity, will speak at Trinity
College on Wednesday, April 18 at
7:00 p.m. in the McCook
Auditorium. His talk is entitled
"Albert Einstein: Glimpses of the
Man and His Works." The lefcruw
which is intended for a general
audience, is open to the public,
free of charge.
Hoffman is professor of
mathematics at Queens College of
the City University of New York.
He has written several books,
including the biography "Albert
Einstein: Creator and Rebel" and
most recently, with Einstein's
secretary Helen Dukas, "Albert
Einstein: New Glimpses From His
Archives "
The lecture is presented by
Trinity's department of physics and
the lecture committee and is one of
many events held at Trinity in
celebration of the centenary of
Einstein's birth.

Ferris Talk
Rober
Vandell,
Abbot!
Professor at the Colgate Darden
Graduate School of Business
Adminstration, University °f
Virginia, will deliver the Ferns
Lecture in Corporation Finance at
Trinity College on Monday .Apr" >
at 8:00 p.m. His topic will be "Are
Financial Markets Efficient?" The
lecture will be held in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
The TRINITY TRIPOD Vol. 77,
Issue 21, March 13.1979
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Nestle Boycott Spurs Budget Barbs
by Peggy Kenton

Holly Singer is an intern In Connecticut Bank and Trust Company's
International Banking Division.
photD |)y c h a r l e s R o s e n f i e | d .

Singer Banks on Future
by Megan White
One of the academic opportunities offered at Trinity that
enables students to depart from the
traditional pattern of classes is that
of study internships in the Hartford
area, Many internships are
available in the Hartford region
with public and private agencies,
with business and industry, with
educational and health institutions,
and with other community groups.
Senior Holly Singer has been
involved with an internship at the
International Department at
Connecticut Bank and Trust that
has not only coincided with her
academic studies, but has also
provided Singer with a unique
opportunity to gain exposure to an
'ei'cifing career which she may
decide to enter.
Holly is a political science
major who has also taken classes in
economics and foreign area studies. She is interested in banking
and, in approaching Keats Jarmon,
the internship coordinator, she
hoped to find an internship that
would synthesize her course work
and interests. Jarmon supplied
Singer with the number of Connecticut Bank and Trust's International Department and, due to
some contacts that Singer had
made through A1ESEC, an international student organization
which promotes interaction' between the academic and business
communities, she secured an internship with the bank.
Connecticut Bank and Trust
has been involved with AIESEC
for the last two years, and currently
another Trinity student, John
Rafferty, is doing an internship in
their credit analysis department.
Before beginning, her internship, Singer chose Dr. James
fl
eaver of the economics department to be her advisor, and drew
"P a "learning contract" to
describe the learning objectives of
AW internship, the program of
activities planned to meet these
objectives, a n d criteria and
Procedures for her evaluation and
Srading. Singer's internship began
on January 17 and will end on May
. D"ring this time, she will spend
ei
ght to ten hours a week at the
mam branch of Connecticut Bank
••« Trust in Constitutional Plaza,
and will receive one credit in
economics for her efforts.
The major part of Singer's
u
«ernship thus far has been to
assist the bank's account officers in
assessing the economic and
Political environment of various
countries, and then applying the
relevant data to prepare country
"""ts. She has learned how the
determines

analyzes the stability of a country
in the context of foreign credit
analysis. For the past six weeks,
Hotly has been preparing a report
evaluating the political and
economic .status of Venezuela in an
effort to determine the country's
stability.
Singer was provided by the
bank with periodicals, current
foreign intelligence reports, and
"lots of numbers" through which
she had to sift in order to write her
own report. Reports are updated
once a year, and according to
Singer, some drastic changes had
taken place in Venezuela since the
report filed in June of 1978, which
had to be brought to the attention
of the bank. "The Venezuelan
economy has been placed in a
serious position due to reduction in
foreign reserves and government
overspending, and it was my job,"
she notes, "to analyze the elections
held in the country last December
to determine if the new policies
being brought forth would
seriously alter the economy."
Upon completing a credit
evaluation of Venezuela, Holly has
begun work in preparing the same
type of report dealing with Mexico.
During the two months that remain
of her internship, Singer hopes to
research other foreign risk reports,
to assist the Operations Division of
the International Department in
preparing letters of credit and'
collections, and to learn how the
paying and receiving operations
relate to internatonal trade.
Singer feels that an internship
in a career field is an excellent way
of exposing a student to a
profession that he mjght wish to
pursue, and that her involvement
with Connecticut Bank and Trust's
Literational Department could not
have been achieved without tfie aid
of the internship program. She says
that "the earlier in his college years
that students determines what
career field interests him, the
better off he is. If companies are
willing to offer internship positions,
there's no reason why Trinity
students shouldn't take advantage
of them. Students having career
exposure are more organized and
confident, and an internship is
especially beneficial to second
semester seniors who are eager to
get exposure to a business environment."
Students who think they might
be interested in becoming involved
in an internship should go to the
internship office, which has
compiled a book listing the various
internships that can be undertaken
in the Hartford area. If a student
can determine the field in which
they are interested in gaining some
cont. on P. 4

Last Wednesday night's SGA
Budget Committee meeting was a
productive one, with a few
newsworthy items spicing its usual
pace.
The opening business was
routine. The SGABC meted out $20
to cover the travel expenses of two
students attending a convention
and confirmed a contract with
SMAT representative Tony
Shenton for the group "Quintessence."
Not so easily taken care of was
i the request of two Trinity students
for funds to finance the
organization of a Nestle's boycott
The students allege that the
company is selling baby formula to
Third World countries where
mothers are diluting the expensive
commodity with 'contaminated
water. As a result, many babies on
this formula have died. In addition,
they charge that Nestle's has issued
propaganda against breast-feeding
and gives kickbacks to doctors who
promote their product.
Steve Elmendorf was the first to
voice the committee's general
disapproval of distributing student
funds for a cause which not all
students might agree with.
Chairman Bill Egan settled the
issue, saying that if the two
students would give the Budget
Committee 50 signatures of those
willing to work on the boycott, that
the SGABC would consider giving
them the money.
"
Speaking for the student
Government Planning Board,
Andrew Teitz reported that for
$4,400 Livingston Taylor along
with several comedians will Entertain at Club T on Friday, April
13. The Committee approved the
funding for the event. Tickets will
be 1.2.S0 in advance and $3.00 at
the door.
Also approved, under the
heading of the Cultural Committee, was $300 for a Woody
Harris appearance and $2,000 for
Spring Weekend.
Members of the Student
Government Association Planning
Board complained that the bartenders for what was termed "the
worst Casino Night yet" had lost
money because one free drink was
offered to each dealer. In wav of

compensation,
the
Budget
Committee offered to pay up to
$45 of the loss, providing that the
amount was documented wi0i
receipts. In way of advice, they
suggested that the Planning Board
think Up a fresh event, since the
Casino Night idea has apparently
gone stale.
A representative of a small

Loot for Linguists
Announced by Profs
Trinity- College will be offering $1,860 in awards to its undergraduate student writers and
orators this spring. The five prizes
will be awarded for fiction, poetry,
plays, essays, and speeches,
Submissions for all literary
work will be due on Thursday,
April 12, at 4:00 p.m. This is two
weeks after the end of spring
vacation. The public speaking
contest applications are due April 6
with the final presentation given on
Wednesday evening, April 18.
Short-story
writers may
compete for three Trinity Alumni
Prizes in Fiction with awards of
$150, $100, and $75. Each student
may submit one story. Work should
be "delivered to Professor Minot,
Department of English.
The John Curtis Underwood
Memorial Prizes hi Poetry have
been increased to match the fiction
prizes: $150, $100, and $75. Poets
may submit from one to three
poems. Work should be delivered
to Professor Ogden, Department of
English. Students for this and all
literary prizes should include a
large, self-addressed envelope for
the return of their work by campus
mail
One-act plftys "will be judged by
the Theatre Arts Department.
Typed scripts should be delivered
to Professor Shoemaker, Austin
Arts Center. Awards will be for$125, $75, and $35. One submission
from each student.
The Alumni Prizes in English
Composition are given for essays
on any serious topic. If students
wish to submit work originally
written for a college course, they

Financial Aid Process
Outlined by Taylor
Director of Financial Aid John
Taylor has announced the
procedure necessary to acquire
financial assistance for the 19791980 academic year. The process
must be carried out in a specific
way, so Taylor has urged all those
interested to read the following
carefully.
Financial Aid applications for
the 79-80 school year are now
available in the Office of Financial
Aid, located in Downes Memorial,
ext. 365. Packets are being sent to
those renewal of aid candidates
who are on-campus this term, to
the homes of those away this term
and to the post boxes or homes of
non-renewal of "aid students who
have requested them.
The deadline for submission of
the Trinity Undergraduate Aid
Form and the family's 1978 IRS 1040
is April 16. Also, by that deadline, a
Financial Aid Form (FAF) should
be filled out, using 1978 IRS 1040
information, and be submitted to
the College Scholarship Service.
Applicants are reminded tht they
have to have the Trinity form
notarized and that they should also
use the FAF to apply for the Basic

group of students who were
granted ad hoc status, asked for,and received, $50 for a speaker
from Amnesty International, an
organization dedicated to the
releasing of prisoners of conscience and the abolishing of
torture. The money will also cover
refreshments.

Grant Program as well as any State
Scholarship or outside aid
programs that request it.
Students who are in the "aiddenied" category or who are applying for aid for the first time are
reminded that aid funds are limited
and there is a chance that their
need may not be met in 79-80. In
any event, they should be sure to
arrange for a student bank loan, as
the first $2000 of thejr determined
need will be expected to come
from this source.
- Finally, renewal of aid candidates who miss the April 16,
deadline, will be considered in the
same category as aid-denied and
new applicants, A large part of
thejr need may have to come from
a student bank loan, if we have
funds left to help them at all. Please'
be sure to contact the aid office
before April-16, if there will be a
problem meeting the above
deadline. T*he notification of award
letter will be mailed to each applicant's home beginning in the
month of June. For assistance,
please contact either John Taylor
or Irene Rodriguez at 527-3151, ext.
355 or 467."

should revise the manuscript and
retype it for the contest. Awards
are for $200 and $125. Manuscripts
should be delivered to Professor
Wheatley, Department of English.
The F. A. Brown Prize in Public
Speaking will no longer be awarded
for taped orations. Instead,
orations will be presented live on
Wednesday evening, April 18, at
7:15 p.m. Contestants should
submit their topics to Professor
George Nichols, Austin Arts
Center, by Friday, April 6. Include
title, author, and1 running tjme
(between 3 and 10 minutes) of the
selection to be prsented. These
presentations may be reading from
poetry, prose, or oratory, or may
be an original compositon on any
appropriate topic. The prizes, the
most generous of all five, are for
$325, $200 and $125.
All written submissions should
be typed and should include a
large, self-addressed envelope for
return. The winners will be announced at the Honors Day
Ceremony, Wednesday, May 16
(first day of exams) at 1:30 in the
College Chapel.
These contests are open to all
undergraduate students (including
I .DP. candidates) registered for
the Spring Term at Trinity Co

EPCvs.
Ed. Dept.
cont. from P . I
i
cut down the number of exclusively
graduate courses. The department
now offers a number of joint
undergraduate/ graduate courses.
In addition, the department has
set up programs with St. Joseph's
College for Women and The
University of Connecticut Law
School. It is currently running a
graduate program with the English*
Department designed to isolate the
problems of teaching English,placing them in a broader context.
Schultz said that the EPC had
not given the department an indication of their assessment of the
department's arguments.
The EPC will continue to meet
during spring break and is expected
to reach a decision on theEducation inquiry in the next few
weeks.

Conn.
In Brief
cont. from P. 5

Values Down
In a study undertaken in
conjunction with the state's
development of a plan for
equalization of school financing
results show a substantial decrease
in the estimated value of Hartford's
property. The new tax assessments
based on current market values
show a drop of 48 points which
moves Hartford from its place as
the 100th wealthiest town in
Connecticut to the 148th wealthiest
town.
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SGA Attendance Policy Unclear
cont. from P. 1
The section of the constitution
has missed two meetings without
concerning meeting attendance
submitting proxy votes. Under
requirements contains two subconstitutional regulations, her two
sections which contradict each
absences would have earned her
other.
four demerits, a sufficient number
The first subsection (Article X,
to warrant dismissal.
Section 4 (a)) states that members
Present policy would require
are required to attend all meetings,
that Saul receive a demerit and a
"either personally or by proxy."
warning after her first absence, and
The next subsection (Article X,
another demerit after her second
Section 4 (b)) establishes a demerit
absence. Though the constitutional
system which allows delegates to
regulations require her dismissal,
miss a pre-determined number of
present policy will allow her to
meetings, though the previous
continue to serve, provided that
section states that absences are not
she does not miss any more
tolerated.
meetings.
A "delegate who is absent from
Saul said that she had not
the meeting, but submits a proxy
received a warning, and had no
seems to be present under Article
idea that her seat on the SGA
X, 4 (a), and absent un,der Article
might be in jeopardy.
X, 4(b).
In another case, delegate Ron
Another discrepancy exists in
Kaufman '79, who has submitted
the procedure for removing a
three proxies and has one excused
delegate from office. Under Article
absence, would be dismissed under
VIII of the constitution, a delegate
the rules of the constitution, which
maybe removed for failing to carry
does not provide for excused
out the duties of his/ her office
absences.
only after a preliminary hearing
To add to the confusion, the
before the SGA Steering Comconstitution
contains conmittee, and.a final hearing before
tradictions about attendance
the whole SGA. The subsection
requirements.

demerits (Article X, Section 4(b))
requires that: "An accumulation of
more than three (3) absentee
credits shall constitute automatic
revocation of membership."
When Hunter was dismissed
from the SGA, he recieved no
hearing before either the SGA
Steering Committee or the whole
SGA.
Recognizing that discrepancies
exist within the constitution,
Voudouris said that the SGA
expects to revise parts of the
constitution. "We go through
constitutional revision almost
every year," she said.
While constitutional problems
present the SGA with technical
hurdles, Voudouris finds that the
most immediate problems concern
delegate apathy and lack of participation.
"I'd really like to see people
volunteering more,' 1 she said. 'Td
like to see responsibilities spread
out, because right now there's a
core, group of people who do most
of the work."

Drunken Driver
Terrorizes VernonSt.
by Steven Ehnendorf
Thursday night ended with a
bang.for several Trinity students
when an apparent joy rider in a
stolen car came careening down
Vernon street and struck three
parked student cars.
According to Thaddeus J.
Walkowicz '79 who witnessed
the accident at about 11:15 p jn.,
a blue Ford LTD came down
Vernon street at a high speed.
Walkowicz said he was driving
up Vernon when he saw "two
headlights weaving back and
forth. He was flying." The car
then either grazed or just missed
hitting a telephone pole and
swerved t o the other side of the
road where it struck three
parked cars.
A 'Volkswagen squareback
owned by Josh Feingold, '80,
was knocked from in front of

DKE fraternity to the lawn
between DKE and PKA
fraternity, next door. The stolen
car also struck a van owned by
Michael Spencer, '81 arid a
Plymouth owned by Jon
Zonderman, '79. Walkowicz
said the driver of the stolen car
then got out of his car and ran.
Walkowicz gave chase in his car
but was unable to find the man.
Onlookers reported seeing
several empty liquor bottles on
the floor of the stolen vehicle.
The accident was heard as
far away as the library, and
Chaplain Tull who was in the
Chapel also reported hearing it.
FeingoliTs VW was totaled,
as was Zonderman's Plymouth,
Zonderman commented after
the accident, "I'm bummed. It
was a fun old car. I like it."

Papers, Films Slated
for Conference

Thousands Of
Dollars Found In
Trash On Campus
Check around your campus community. You, too,
may be able to collect an educational award of up to a
thousand dollars if you Pitch In! Groups'lrom campuses
all over the country were awarded $8,750 last year by
participating in Pitch In! Week.
,
This year, Budweiser and ABG Radio Network will
again reward participating colleges, universities and
approved campus organizations who participate in Pitch
In! Week. Five groups will win $1,000 in first place
educational awards, five second place groups will win
$500, and five third place groups will win $250.
For entry rules and the Pitch In! Week program kit,
simply send in the attached coupon.

1979 National College Pitch In! Week Of
April 2-6. Pitch In! And Win Cash.
NAME

Budweiser

COLLEGE.

Cont. from P. 1
the nation will attend.
Dr. Arnold Kerson, associate
professor of modern languages,
said that this is the first time that
he can recall the convention being
hosted by a small school. In the
past, large schools like the
University of Pittsburgh and the
University of Vermont have been
hosts.
The switch to a smaller college
is a change of pace and many
members of the association want to
see what a small school is like, said
Kerson. Hartford has a rich literary
history, boasting' such prominent
figures as" Wallace Stevens;'Mark
Twain and Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Kerson also indicated that
Cinestudio was a definite plus and,
along with the Watkinsoni Library,
is one of the two facilities actually
at the college that will be used
during the convention.
The poetry of Wallace Stevens,
a long-time Hartford resident, will
be the subject of a number of
papers. A special session called
"Wallace. Stevens and Ms Climate"
will be held at 2:15 p.m. on March
29. As part of the presentation,
Stevens' daugher, Holly, will read
some of his poems.

Trinity professors Kerson, Car!
Brown, Eugene Leach, Kaja
Silverman and Nancy Comley will
be involved in the presentations.
Brown, director of the writing
program, is chairing three sessions
on teaching composition. Along
with Robert Scholes of Brown
University,Dr. Nancy Comley,
visiting assistant professor of
English, will speak on "Semiotic
Theory and Composition." Dr.
Eugene Leach will speak on
"Charles Dudley Warner's A Little
Journey in the World." Dr. Kerson
will speak on "Francisco Javier
Alegre's Translation, with Commentary, of Bbileau'srAtt *•»«%<;.'
An 18th Century Mexican
Humanist's Contribution to
Neociassic Literary Theory."
Through
the efforts of
Lawrence Stires, film coordinator,
Cinestudio will feature films that
will relate to some of the paper
topics. The movies will be Roman
Polanski's "Macbeth," "Spirit of
the Beehive" (in Spanish), and
"Stroszek" (in German) on March
29 and Stanley Kubrick's "Paths of
Glory" and Francois Truffauf*
"The Man Who Loved Women" (to
French) on March 30. The public »
welcome to attend all the movies as
The principal speech of the well as the presentations at the
convention will be by Samuel . Sheraton.
French Morse of Northeastern
University, who has written a
biography of Stevens, edited a
cont. from P. 3
collection of his poems and is now
working on a bibliography of his exposure,' the internship ow*
works. His talk, entitled "A Sense dinator, currently Carl Guerriere,
of Place," will be given at 4:45 p.m. will give assistance in maki'S
on March 29. Another highlight of contacts. Singer stresses that
the convention will be readings by students should be willing'
no.yelist John Gardner, author of however, to provide much of thefc
"Grendel," "October Light" and own initiative in making internship
arrangements.
"The Sunlight Dialogues."

Singer

Poet

Dr. Dirk Kuyk, chairman of
Trinity's English department, is in
cont. from P. 1
charge of all the arrangements for
this convention. He explained that, describes the burial of Jewish
though there are only a small victims of the Germans at Kiev,
|
number of Trinity faculty actually during World War II.
The reading will begin at 8:15
involved in the presentation of
papers, a number of professors are p.m., and admission will be
busy making arrangements for this for students, and $3.00 for
admission.
convention.

ADDRESS.
CITY
ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS

-STATE.
i
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:

Mail to: College Pitch In! Week Desk, c/o ABC Radio Network
1330 Avenue of the Americas, Mew York, NY 10019
Competition void where prohibited by law.
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Connecticut
Streeter Stresses
Suburba n Strife
;

by Barbara Selmo

;:
'
I
I

This is the third in a series of
articles covering
"Hartford
Conversations"—discussions with
persons involved in the public life
of Hartford. Anne Streeter, Mayor
of West Hartford, was the featured
speaker Tuesday night at the
lecture sponsored by the Urban
and Environmental
Studies
Program.

Constrained to speak to a very
small audience due to inclement
weather, Ms. Streeter carried on a
very informal, interesting conversation about her recent stay in
Washington, and about the topic
she had intended to formally
present, the role of the suburbs in
city government. Ms. Streeter was
quick and animated, and gave an
in-depth look at the evolution and
problems of local systems of city
government, especially that of
West Hartford.
Ms. Streeter began her conversation about local government
systems by commenting upon the
unique way in which Connecticut
was established. Formed by a
religious sect, the government of
Connecticut was originally centered in the church.
In the case of West Hartford,
she pointed out, the fanners who
had settled outside Hartford
petitioned the Church so that they
could establish a branch in the
neighboring area, With this process
^ •. otestabUshing church boundaries,
.
settlers lived in their ownparticular
church community with its own"
separate governing body.
As these church communities
grew, they became what are now
called suburbs. Even though their
origins stemmed from the church
of the major neighboring city, the
suburbs, especially West Hartford,
developed into totally independent
entities.
The twon meeting, an inherent
Part of every church community,
was partially responsible for the
suburb's independence. The town
meeting, which Ms. Streeter called
'the most grassy roots of all roots,"*
« a type of government based on
the citizens freedom to speak, and
on the election of a first selecmen,
who could handle the affairs and
complaints of the citizenry.

As the towns became larger, the
town meeting became more
representative, with people appointed to speak for groups of
citizens from different parts of the
city. This system persists in most
Connecticut towns today.
"Next, Ms. Streeter continued, is
the (system of the town council
under which West Hartford
operates. Elected by the citizens,
the council is in charge of appointing their council manager.
The council manager has no power
to carry things out without the
consent of the councils.
In contrast to this system, there
is the local legislative system where
the mayor is a very strong central
figure. Ms. Streeter pointed out
that to understand the status of a
community leader in Connecticut,
one has to "know from which of
these systems the leader is coming.
From her experience as council
manager, Ms, Streeter feels that
the position keeps a person open
and vulnerable to public opinion
and public displeasure. The public
will go to the manager for any
complaint, since they will have the
easiest access to him. Although the
manager is not a mayor he is seen
as one. Such is the situation in
West Hartford.
Speaking, specifically about the
problems of West Hartford,
Streeter noted that West Hartford
has the second highest per capita
income in the state. However, the
total revenue is spread between a
small numbr of the population.
This, as Streeter indicated, leaves
W. Hartford in a precarious
situation.
Because of their reputation of
being a wealthy community, West
Hartford has a very difficult time in
getting federal assistance, Streeter
is trying to reconcile this situation
as well as smoothing out an internal
disorder among West Hartford
citizens, The conflict between the
older population that controls most
of the income and the younger
advancing generations has made
impartial public legislation difficult. The older population very
often controls morevthan is feasible
for the smooth operation of the
city.
Streeter recognises
this
problem, as well as the problem the
city's reputation creates.

photo by John Leisenring

The former location of Connecticut lunch has been refurbished and recently reopened as The Great
Train Robbery Cafe, part of the ongoing renovation of the Union Place area. The most significant part
of this project,, conversion of the train station Into a shopping/restaurant complex lies stalled amidst
bureaucraticfinancingproblems.

Nightspots

Great Train Robbery Steals
The Union Place Scene
by Michael Ttnatl
Across the street from the train
station, where Connecticut Lunch
used to stand, Arthur Laske and
John Poulous have created The
Great Train Robbery Cafe. For
those' older students' who
remember Connecticut Lunch, one
would be amazed at the
metamorphosis. The neat clean
floor, candle-lit table, and affable
waiters, waitresses, and bartenders
are only the* beginning for a
Baachian journey.

Mr. Laske used ingenuity and a
soft touch to shape a warm and
congenial atmosphere. A model
train runs over the bar on a
suspended lucite track. The
lighting fixtures are from the old
Heublein Company, and the gray
marble-Mitop "wS$ bmtf I S l i
old walls of Weaver High School.
Unlike other -restaurants which
overstate their theme, the sutble
railroad motif is effective.
The Great Train Robbery
serves lunch and dinner from 11:30
a.m. to 12;00 midnight. They have

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

salads, sandwiches, and hot entrees. The food is reasonably
priced and the,portions are of a
healthy proportion. "
In the liquor department, the
bar offers all the old standards. The
and comfortable atmosphere
where one would do best taking a
date or a close friend.
The Great Train Robbery is a
must, if not-for a meal just for .a
drink. It is worth the trip.

Call when you
leave - it" will
be ready upon
•>,•.'-.•

arrrival

Connecticut In Brief
by Julie Johnson

Weicker Announces Candidacy
U.S. Senator Lowell P. Weicker, R.-Conn. announced his'
candidacy for the 1980 Republican presidential nomination Monday
at a press conference at the Old State House in downtown Hartford.
Weicker, who received national attention when he served on the
Senate Committee investigating the Watergate scandal has also
gained notoriety for his controversial position within the Republican
Party. Weicker's political stance is left of the Rebulican Party
establishment, and he has repeatedly called for a more liberal
approach in G.O.P. organization. Weicker is the first Connecticut
resident to formally seek the presidential nomination.

Reconstruction Behind Schedule
Determined to meet the predicted January 1,1980 deadline, City
Officials announced lasty week that the new coliseum-will open on
time despite the fact that reconstruction may not be completed. A
construction manager said that work on the structure would
probably not be finished until February.
Coot, on p. 3

PIZZA
Phone

247-0234

Richard Staroa
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
,,. A..
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Arts
Poetry Review

Snodgrass Shares HisAnalysis of Nazism
by Sarah Jane Nelson
W. D. Snodgrass, Trinity's Poetin-Residence for the past week,
gave a fascinating reading
last Thursday of his poems on
Nazi Germany. Despite the
overbearing nature of this subject,
the poet is by no means a man
without humor. The young man
making introduction to Snodgrass'
presentation read the poet's
couplet; "If all the world is running
Battleships or worse, Let us wipe
our glasses on our shirts, Snodgrass
is walking the universe."
The cycle of poems about the
Hitler regime is entitled "The Last
Bunker". These poems are sharplylined character studies which go
beyond sketches. The characters
portray and often 'betray' themselves
through
dramatic

monologue. These works are full of
the theme of deception; deceiving
oneself in order to deceive others.
In these works, there is an acute
understanding of psychology.
Snodgrass stresses in his introduction to the first poem that
evil fascinates us because it is
within ourselves, even though we
are more rapid to see it in others.
The first poem takes place on
April Fool's Day, when Russian
troops surrounded Berlin. The
subject of the poem is Heinrich
Himmler, head of the Gestapo and
responsible for the deaths of 10,000
persons. Himmler is a "weak,
vascillating man, of high ideals"
(and easily self-deluded). In his
monologue Himmler anxiously
examines a star chart and concludes that he is to be successor to
Hitler, the man he serves.

The outline (on paper) of this
poem is irregular in order to
emphasize the irrationality of this
criminal's
rationalizations.
Snodgrass reads
Himmler's
monologue to the beat of a
metronome which accents the idea
of the heart beat and tension of this
ill-conscienced man.
Himmler embraces the idea of
his someday being on top
politically, when he sees the chart
that reads, "Natural timidity
turning into open boldness."
Himmler recognizes himself in
that prophecy, and his tone grows
less timid and more anxious and
full-blown as the poem ^proceeds,
ultimately reaching its height in the
lines, "We may very well lose the
war, but I won't." The poem is not
without sarcastic humor. The last
line asks "If you can't put yoiir faith

"Contrast" Produced Thursday
by Eitot Klein
The Austin Arts Center will
sponsor a performance of "The
Contrast," the first play written and
produced in America, on Thursday
night, March 15, at the Goodwin
Theatre. The play* will be performed by the New Globe Theatre,
a professional equity company,
under the direction of Stuart
Vaughan,
"The Contrast," written by
Royall Tyler and first performed in
1787, is a farce, patterned alter the
English comedies of manners like
"She Stoops to Conquer."
Neither the play's director,
Stuart Vaughan, nor the leading
lady, Sharon Laughlin, are
newcomers to the stage of the
Austin Arts Center. Both were
involved in last fall's Theatre Arts
Department production of "Hedda
Gabler," "Vaughan as the author of
a new adaptation of Ibsen's work,
and Laughlin in. the title role.
"The Contrast" is the story of

the efforts of a Revolutionary War
hero, Colonel Manly, to win the
hand of Charlotte, a girl from New
York. Colonel Manly's rival is a
British-educated, foppish manabout-town.
According to Tony Chase, who
is in charge of publicity for the
show, there was an open weekend
in the theatre schedule, and due to
the college's "fine relationship"
with the New Globe, which is
touring "Hedda Gabler" and "The
Contrast," they'were able t o book
the New Globe's "Contrast"
production.
The New Globe Theatre is
based at the ° University of
Bridgeport, The group's goal is to

bring the theatre to groups which
are not accustomed to seeing
professional theatre, though this
definition does not apply to Trinity.
Peter Phillips, seen on
Broadway and across the country
in "Equus", will play Colonel
Manly.
Sharon Laughlin, who will
appear in the role of Charlotte,
made her Broadway debut in "One
by One" and has appeared in New
York, as well as several respected
regional ; theates,
including
Chicago's Goodman Theatre, and
The Playhouse in the Park in
Cincinnati.
Stuart Vaughan, the New
cont. on P. 7

WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC will play the following albums at 3:05 weekdays:
Tuesday, March 13s Hammer "Black Sheep"
Wednesday, March 14s Janne Schaffer "Earmeal"
Thursday, March ISs Badfinger "Airwaves"
Friday, March 16: Bob Welch "Three Hearts"
Monday, March 19s Cafe Jaques "International"
Tuesday, March 20* Divadip Carlos Santana "Oneness Silver
Dreams Golden Reality''
Wednesday, March 21: Joe Jackson ' 'Look Sharp"
Thursday, March 22s Hot Chocolate "Every l's a Winner"
Friday, Macrh 23: Raphael Ravenscroft' 'Her Father Didn't Like Me
Anyway''
_ ^

in the stars, what can you trust?" recognition, and oftren lonely and
The portrayal of this man's , bitter. Yet, with all this isolation
ignorance is hardly subtle. It is she disregarded Hitler's political
sudden, and smacks us right in the life and remained faithful to him as
a lover. In the poem she often
face.
The poem of Goebbels, the doubts her loyalty towards him,
nihilistic propaganda minister, was because she obeys his "unspoken
the most interesting in terms of command" rather than his
style. The rhythm is intense' and "spoken" one. His portrait is more
jutting'. It is full f twisted versions forgiving than the ones before it.
of old songs, sayings, and epithets, The tone is less harsh.
which keep one constantly unThe poem is sewn together by
seated in surprise. This is an upside Eva's singing of "Tea for Two"
down world of perverted morality (oddly enough her favorite song).
(in the sense that little morality The different lines in this song were
exists and it is full of paradox.
put to stunning use by the poet, to
It is the nihilism in Goebbel's carry on the development of the
character that leads to this con- poem's theme. Towards the end of
stant perversion. Because he the poem, when Eva has wworn
"loved only the holes in things" he herself out with emotion in conpresented^himself with "the realms sidering her life with Hitler, she
of earth, just to say no thanks." All concludes mildly (although the
the time these jagged thoughts are undercurrents are seething) "Me
sown together with threads of "Hi for you and you for me..." The
diddle diddles." One of the most poem's drama lies in its frequent
powerful lines in the poem was "I mood changes, and in Snodgrass's
doubt, therefore I am." Nothing well-tuned tenor voice.
could better capsulate the essence
"An Act of Loyalty" was one of
of nihilism.
the most painful of Snodgrass's
The language of Snodgrass's peoms. A portrait of Ma
1
works is simple and straight- Goebbel's, (who puts her own
forward in vocabulary. But, the children to death), it is set up in
thoughts are complex with direct contrast to the more faithful
emotion. In his four sonnets on the Eva Braun, in the previous work.
Nazi regime, the form is strict. The Ma Goebbels is a woman who gives
sonnets concern themselves with up her Catholic faith (though she is
Epinstein's question, "What will it Jewish), to marry a man who will
be like if we are captured by the give her the opportunity to be
Americans and must answer their Hitler's mistress.
In other words, she marries him
questions?" Yet these men, as
shown in the interrogational drama so that she may betray hk§. On
taking place in the sonnets, do not April 30, instead of leftfiig*h>i
answer their own questions children • escape death or imprisonment by the Russians, she
honestly.
The first poem proceeds as decides to put an end to their lives
follows:
"Identity?
Last by her own hand. She feeds them
Renaissance man. Hitler's coun- potassium cyanide "on a spoon".
' selor...Diversions? Nude dan- The_ poem's tone is ambiguous.
cing...Interests?
C a s t l e s , Almost caustic on the part of the
diamonds...War crimes? I have poet, and placid on the part of the
speaker. "I am your nurse who'll
committed none..."
In this poetry there is nothing comfort you,...I set this between
lyrical in terms of subject or style. your tight teeth as I gave you your
It is intensely intimate. Snodgrass's first bite."
Perhaps the most absorbing
portraits of" these me'n, (being
based solely on fact), are quality in these poems was their
natural adherence to being read. In
frightenirigly convincing.
The theme of Snodgrass's peom them, the human voice is always
on Eva Braun (Hitler's mistress), heard, made complex by the
deals with the problem of loyalty. restraint of emotion, rather than its
Eva was a woman hungry for public effusion.

C<^>w*cD
SUMMER-TIME

V,
To do something for you! t!
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

y
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j Summer Session

Starting date &
Stopping date

8 week session
twice weekly

June 11th to
August 2

6 week session
four days a week

June 25 to
August 2

Registration

Fees,

March 12
to June 6
March 12
to June 20

$25
per credit
$25
per credit

Educational Center

Call Dqn Evtnlnii 1 Weekend!

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, ct. 06511
789-1169
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 061J8
548-7927
For I nf ormstlon About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside ffV Stale
CULL TOIL FREE: 800-223-1782

Mattatuck Community College
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury,CT 06708
Phone: 757-9661, ext. 295
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No Dancer presents
Rare Performance

Arts Calendar

by Alex Price
Last Saturday night, the
College was treated to its first
Japanese Noh dance performance.
Noh dance is one of the components of Noh theatre and is
rarely seen in this country.
The performance was given by
Monica Bethe, an American who
teaches American literature at
Kobe College in Japan. Ms. Bethe
has been involved with Noh for
over ten years, and is uniquely
qualified to interpret it to foreign
audiences. She has made several
Noh,masks and will perform in a
fulHength play this October.
Noh theater began as a religious
rite and developed in the 14th
century into the sophisticated,
poetic form that it is now.
Although it developed under the
auspices of the aristocracy, it is
essentially religious theater, and
highly allegorical. It may be
described as the external expression, through dance, poetry and
music, of one person's inner
suffering.
revolves around a dead central
character who must relive part of
his/ her life in order to free
his/ herself of its tormenting
memory. The story is as deceptively simply as a Buddhist koan,
but its telling is extremely complex,
with many levels of meaning built
up through repetition and word
association. Naturally, Noh
poetry abounds with obscure
literary allusions. ^

edited by Barbara J. Selmo

On Campus
Jane Dillenberger, a specialist on religious art, will speak at
Trinity College on Tuesday, March 14 at 4:15 p.m. at the Austin
Arts Center, room 320. Her topic will be "Religious Sensibility as
Seen in Art at the Eve of the Reformation".

Off Campus
Theatre
The Yale School of Drama wi|I present Yegor Bulychov and the
Others by Maxim Gorky as a first year acting project front March 13
thru March 17. The play is translated by Alexander Bakshy and
directed by Frank S. Torok. Settings are designed by Peter J.
McHugh, costumes by Judiana Makovsky, and lighting by Brackley
Shaw Frayer. For information cail 1-436-1603.
Paul Weidner, producing director of the Hartford Stage
Company, will be guest speaker for the Humanities Division Lecture
Series at Greater Hartford Community College on Monday, April 2,
at 2:00 p.m. in the college Community Room. Mr. Weidner's talk,
on "The Process of Directing", is sponsored by the Student-Faculty
Cultural Committee. Greater Hartford Community College is
located at 61 Woodland Street in Hartford.
The Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, Connecticut has
opened its Box Office for the seventeenth season of musical theatre.
The first offering of the season, the Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart 1937 musical Babes I Arms will open on April 10th and
continue thru June 16th. For information call 1-873-8668.
You Wouldn't Remember, a drama by John Wain, is the
"Earplay" presentation airing Sunday, March 18 at 10:00 p.m. on
Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM.
The disco sound will be featured as one of the many musical
trends of our times, in Claude McNeal's newly opened cabaret
show, "The Seventies", at the Downtown Cabaret Theatre in
Bridgeport, For information call 1-576-1636.
i

Music

I

T

Auditions; for the Spring Repertory productions have been
announced. They will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 3
and 4, from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. There will be a sigii-up sheet posted in
the green room of the Austin Arts Center. The plays being produced
this spring are: The Dumb Walter by Harold Pinter, directed by
Patty McManamy; Lemonade by James Prideux, directed by
Marianne Miller; George Washington Crossing the Delaware by
Kennith Koch, directed by Peter Bain/The Love Course by A.R.
Guerney, directed by Kathy Dorsey; and Birdbath by Leonard
Melfi. directed by Kristen Golden.
.
. . i __

Connecticut Public Radio will present a special double bill from
the University of Hartford's Hartt College of Music on Thursday,
March 22 at 7:30 p.m. Charles Treger, violin, and Raymond
Hanson, piano, will open the program with three Sonatas by
Mozart, Brahms, and Beethoven, concluding with Schubert's Rondo
Brilliante, op. 70. A performance by the Hartt Symphonic Wind
Ensemble completes the program.
Internationally known and acclaimed mime artist, Jack Hill will
visit Greater Hartford Community College on Wednesday, March
28th. Mr. Hill will be available for two workshop sessions during the
day, at 12:00 and at 2:00 p.m. in the Dance Studio on the Second
Floor of the College.
The third annual Connecticut Craft Professionals Spring Market
will be held at the Goffe Street Armory, 290 Goffe Street, New
Haven, Connecticut, March 23.24. and 25. The show will be open to
the wholesale trade on Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and to
the general public on Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and
Sunday from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Country Dance in Connecticut will hold a traditional New
England Contra Dance on Friday, March116, at 8:00 p.m. Dance to
live fiddle music by Whiskey Before Breakfast. Caller, Ralph Sweet.
The locati(?n is St. James Episcopal Church Auditorium, 1018
Farmington Ave., West Hartford. Beginners are welcome. For more
information call 677^6619.
The management of the Bushnell Memorial Hall announces two
program changes-in connection with its Morning Lecture Club
Series. First, Tony Randall, scheduled to appear on Wed. March 21,
;
will not meet his commitment andlvill be replaced by the popular
i television veteran Arthur Godfrey. Second, Virginia Graham, slated
' to speak on Tuesday April 24, has been rescheduled for Monday,
\ April 30. Tickets for the original date will be honored on April 30.
All luncheon and bus services have been rescheduled accordingly.
For ticket information on these lectures, please contact the Bushnell
i subscription department at 527-3123.
<
Connecticut Public Television takes a candid look at the man
I called "Mr. Pops", on "Arthur Fiedler: Just Call Me Maestro,"
Sunday, March 18 at 8:00 p.m. on Chahnels-24, Hartford, 49
Fairfield County, 53 Norwich, 61 Waterbury, and 65 New Haven.
The special repeats Saturday, MarchJ24 at 9 p.m._

The Noh dance itself is
remarkable for its restraint and
formality. The heels almost never
leave the ground; much of the
dance appears as a kind of stylized
walk. As Ms. Bethe explained, the
SDarsitv of the movements gives
them a subtlety which most of us ,
are unused to, and which de^
mands rigorous attention from
the audience-—as well as concentration from the performer. The
more pronounced movements,
take on a vast significence. When
Ms. Bethe stamped her foot, the
sound was as jarring emotionally
as it was joud.
As singular as the other
elements of Noh is the Noh stage,
which is small and bare. In the
back are four Noh musicians and
on the right is the chorus of eight
men who describe much of the
1
"action" of the play. Also on the
right are the secondary actors who
remain there through the play. At
back, on the left is a bridge which
the characters enter and which
serves as an extension of the stage.
The College, in short, was
most fortunate to have an opportunity to see this unusual and
stimulating performance.

Spring Rep Auditions

The delightful Sarah Vaughan is heard in.a performance taped at
Rosy's in New Orleans, Saturday, March 24 at 9:00 p.m. on
Connecticut Public Radio, 90.5 FM. For the second set, the
sophisticated Harold Land/Blue Mitchell Quintet performs.

V

The singing, sudden, and emphatic, was particularly effective. It
was ominous and gutteral and
completed Ms. Seine's transformation into the larger-than-life
demon she was portraying—
without the benefit of a mask or
costume.

Milb Riggio At HSC

\

The Hartford Stage Company
will present it!s fourth edition of
Sundays-at-Six for the 1978-79
season on Sunday evening, March
18. The discussion, which is being
presented in conjunction with the
! Stage - Company's
current
production, "Galileo," will feature^
MillaRiggio, Assistant Professor of
English at Trinity College, who has
studied Brechf s work and attended
Brecht's Berliner Ensemble while
studying at the University of Berlin.
'. Ms. Riggio will be speaking about
the evolution of "Galileo1," and on
elements of Brecht's style.
Appearing with Ms. Riggio will
be Dr.* Herbert Lederer, Head of
the Department' of German and
Slavic languages at the University
of Connecticiit. Dr. Lederer'js field
of interest is Kast German theatre.
He has seen a number of
productions of the Berliner En- •
semble and has staged Germanlanguage productions of Brecht
plays with American students,
including an original work, A
Brecht Primer, dealing with
Brecht's appearance before the
House. Committee on UnAmerican Activities. Dr, Lederer
will discuss Brecht's w ^ with the

Berliner Ensemble and his theories
of playwriting and directing.
The discussion will be
moderated by John Ratte, HSC
Board of Director's member and
Headmaster of the Loomis-Chaffee
School.
Sundays-at-Six: is an HSC
subscriber benefit. Tickets are still
available for "Galileo" through
March 25. For further information
and reservations call the box office
at 527-5151. ;~

"Contrast"
cont. front P. 6
Globe's' producing director and
director of this production of "The
Contrast" has directed'over thirty
productions in New York, in addition to serving as artistic director
of the New York Shakespeare
Festival during its formative years.
The set for this production of
"The Contrast" has been designed
ih. an attempt to reproduce the type
of\set seen by audiences in the
eighteenth century. Among the
devices used wiE be candles at the
footlights, and sets changed in full
view Qf the audJents^ " -'
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Editorial
Prepare the
Way of Politics

Letters to the Editor
Choir Appeal

advancement and respect for, "discrimination". We are simply
qualified persons, she considers it stating that when it comes to
unnecessary for women to socialize socializing at a coeducational
To the College Community:
Let me appeal to your hearts. on an equal basis with men. The school, both men and women
When the Student Government Association underquestion arises whether any of the should be given opportunities to
Do you remember planning that
took its ambitious constitutional reform project last
aforementioned "equalities" can plan, work, and participate toexciting ski trip for open period,
spring, all signs indicated that the organization had
ever be achieved if men andgether. We were under the impresand then it rained for four weeks so
begun to push against its debilitating inertia. Ratificawomen cannot first socialize on an sion that' 'Brotherhood" meant the
that you couldn't go?
tion of the new constitution ushered in the welcome
So you remember planning on equal basis. In order to attain M l sense of unity that one feels toward
prospect of a genuinely representative SGA, with
writing the biggest, most com- equality, attitudes and behavior a special group of people. We
delegates elected from all sectors of the student body.
must be changed in all spheres, didn't realize it was taken so
However, while the representative structure of the prehensive and most impressive
including social activity.
literally to mean a sense of unity
paper of your life until you lost
SGA has been appropriately revised, the organization
your notebook with all your rehas failed to capitalize on its new political leverage. The
The main social focus on ths toward a special group of men.
search in it and you got the campus revolves around the
Tradition was broken ten years
Voudouris administration has made sporatic gestures at
three-week-flu at the same time??
community service, as in its too-often heralded
fraternities, Ms. Edgar concedes ago when women were admitted to
acquisition of vending machines', and in its discussions
that fraternities sponsor social Trinity. Let's break tradition again
Do you remember planning on
of tenure and the curriculum. But the SGA continues to
events which invariably include and admit them into fraternities.
graduating until 'circumstances
be mired in a lethargic unwillingness to take a truly
Sincerely,
women. Yet she does not see the
beyond your control' took that
political stand on a number of Issues.
necessity for female input into the
CarolCurtin,'80
away???
Delegates have expressed concern over vandalism,
decision-making processes which
Ellen Ahern,'79
Well, the Concert Choir has
but we have seen no public investigation or
give rise to these events. If women
been planning a tour for TWO
recommendations forthcoming from the SGA. Minority
years and now that it's set up, are a part of the fraternity social
recruitment is bantered about as a "Problem", but we there are financial problems. To
scene, why shouldn't they have the
The recent increase of false fire
have seen no SGA hearings publicly calling the
right to choose and decide-what
allow this dream to still come off,
alarms has been a source of
admissions .office to task for answers. Even in its own
happens in them?
the choir is having a raffle to raise
house, the SGA failed to bring pressure to bear on all of the funds, but we need the support
Ms. Edgar asserts that men concern at Trinity. As a resident
its constituent organizations (including the Tripod) to
and generosity of the entire
need their "male privacy." We assistant in the New Dorm, I have
explain their financial procedures in the light of the community to make this go. So I question the necessity of a social been made particularly aware of
Pure Prairie League fiasco.
appeal to you—please help1
institution to achieve this, Do the the danger of false alarms. The
Naturally, the SGA has experienced.some technical
men who are not involved in hazards of such alarms extend well
Carol A. Baschwitz
problems in adjusting to its new constitution, as
fraternities suffer from a lack of beyond the College. Any time an '
evidenced by the article in today's Tripod. Appropriate
"male privacy"? We doubt it. alarm is sounded, the fire
changes in flawed constitutional language are easily
Likewise, women don't seem to department must respond. And,
made. As SGA President Voudouri? has said,
need their own organizations to any time men and equipment leave
Dear Editor:
constitutional reforms in the student government are
provide this sense of "being with the station, the cost runs into
This is in response to Cynthia the girls".
hundreds of dollars.
commonplace. But such moves will not push the SGA
Edgar's ('80) letter printed in, the
However, the more serious
out of obscurity. Only through public political activity
It's not that women want their
Tripod last week. I think she did own social organizations (i.e. consideration is • the danger
can the SGA overcome its own apathy and inertia, and
the Trinity community a great sororities). Rather, we want to be inherent in response to alarms. In
turn from its familiarly vague role to a dynamic and
service when she explained the .an integral part of existing social speaking to Lt. Perrault of the
potent student organization.
reasons why we "girls" should not institutions! Why must these in- Hartford Fire Marshall's Office, I
TMP
be allowed to join a fraternity. W e -"stitutions
be so gender- learned that in Hartfordt-1
should feel honored and privileged oriented? A coed organization pedestrians and 1 fireman have
that we are a large part of the would provide social functions for been killed, and 30-40 fireman
reason they hold open parties on everyone and would represent the seriously injured as a result of fabe
campus. I didn't dare flatter myself input of both males and females. alarms over the past 5 years. When
on. the thought before.! had only Ms. Edgar asserts that this is what equipment leaves a station, that
aspired to catch a husband, we have in coed dorms. We beg to zone, and every other in the city,
preferably a rich one,
differ, as these serve a primarily are weakened. The critical time in
"Careers in
Terrorism." On
by Eric Grevstad
Her second reason caused me to residential function and are not containment of fire is the first 3
Thursday at 7:30 in Hamlin Hall,
think really hard "but I finally established as social organizations. minutes. Should a zone's equip'
Hello again! It's been a.busy the CCO and the National Conunderstand that she was right
Finally we would like to say that ment not be available, backup units
week here at the Career Consoling struction Institute will sponsor a
again. We should respect men for we are not holding our breath, must travel further and are less
lecture
on
"Careers
in
^BackOffice, with the workshops in
wanting an organization that ex- stamping our feet, or screaming
cont. on P. 9
Summer Vacation Techniques and Breaking Menial Labor." No
cludes women. What can we
bidding
is
required.
the Generate-a-Resume program
expect? Can we blame them for not
Nuclear Engineers:
United
both turning out to be successes,
wanting us around? We'd only
Atomic
Corp.
is
looking
for
and there's lots more news in this
laugh and giggle if they held a
issue. So let's get down to engineering graduates to work in
meeting and started to talk ''busithe
design
and
construction
of
business...
ness." That sort of stuff is hard for
Changes and Additions! nuclear power plants for the 198O's;
us to understand. I must admit that
starting
salary
is
$42,500.
Contact
Transamerica Corp. and Safeway
the
very mention of the word
Food Stores, scheduled to in- CCO for information.
"business" leaves me feeling
Unemployment!
Former
terview at Trinity on March 15 and
slightly weak. I can't blame these
Editor
16, respectively, interviewed on English majors Lloyd L. Shockley
men for wanting to be "with the
Andrew
Walsh
Thursday, March 8...David Chan 76 and Barbara R. Conover,'77 wilt
boys," can you?
from Playboy' magazine will be discuss "Careers in Welfare" on
ews Editor
Please forgive me but I think
interviewing at the Sheraton from Tuesday, March 20 at 3:00 p.m. in
Dahling
i can take your letter one step
March 12 through l5...Mr. Jeff Hamlin Hall.
further and apply it to a larger,
Wilson will be interviewing with
Representatives from. J. P.
more inporrant situation. I think
students interested in a Saga home Stevens and Company will be at
it's shocking that they are allowing
franchise on Friday, March 16...The Trinity on Tuesday, March 13 to
women into the male business
"Careers in Photosynthesis" discuss "C areers in Textile
world. How dare we invade such an
workshop scheduled for next Manufacturing." • Bidding will be
old, and" traditional men's
allowed up to two no trump or 350
weekend has been cancelled..
organization?!
Girls, Iwant this to
Nuclear Engineers: ConPIRG points, with students having over
stop right now. I'm doing my part.
fPMography Editor
is looking for an engineering - 1,000 points winning one free game
Annmucament
I've
asked
for
a
Home
Economics
Mark Bonadies
Amy rMTayes
graduate to investigate the safety of dependent on hittine "Wow" anrf
major be included in Trinity's
Connecticut-area nuclear power lighting up bumpers 3, 4 and_ 6;
curriculum.
'
Copy Editors
plants. Work will include bidding will continue with house
Steven
Elmendorf
Alan
Lsvlne
organizing and directing all limit until daler folds,' with a
Down With The ERA: Up With
Eliot
Klein
Keith McAteer
research, typing, filing, answering straight beating a flush and oneSewing Circles
Sarah
Jane
Nelson / « %
Barbara
Selmo
phones, and office maintenance. eyed jacks as wild cards. Park"
Tabitha Zane, '81
Salary is $6,000. Contact CCO for Place and railroads may be
information.
mortgaged for their original value
Robert W
Carol Runwn
1980 Summer lobs: Good news! by players having hotels on any
Summer positions are still available color group.
<«iiubliih«f by Th« jfuaenh of Trinity
Elvis Presley Impersonators! Dear Editor:
in demolition, conservation,
*<*;'«> mtimly by ths studnn? staff
amplification,
and
in- Mr. Wilson Hillis from Promotion
We are responding to Cynthia
*•"•"••" "' ">« piicrmwn o» rn« soitonai ooard
terfenestration, Deadline for Associates of Memphis will be on Edgar's letter in last week's Tripod.
jmmW f n ^ r # d DtJBHn^rt!%iJft
applications is April 10, 1979; see campus on Monday, April 2 to We are assuming that her letter was
interview students interested in of a serious nature, and that she
CCO for details.
Tu.day«
' r ^ m ^ S ¥ ^ ^ m & to. 12 P-w;
On Wednesday, March 14 at joining the more than 300 Elvis intended us to interpret it literally.
Saturday. Th» TRIPOD l $ e * i y » r e located in Jactoon Hall
4:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge, impersonators performing in the We would like to refute her
Basement. Off lea hours: Saturday, S-S P.M., Sunday <fnm9 «•««<
today.
Experience arguments point by point.
representatives from the Baader- country
Tatophono
34«.ig3f or H M M I , • * . 232. Mailing «*»«•»: » *
Meinhof Organization will be preferred but not essential. Women
Although Ms. Edgar states that
1
hosting a panel discussion on and minorities -encouraged.
she favors equal employment, pay,

False Alarms

"Girts"

Over The Transom

Consoling Newsletter

Tripod/

Social Equality
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Commentary
Stunning "Census" Sends Senses Reeling
byJackChatfleld
"In the Realm of the Census,"
the bold, and pioneering work of
the young Japanese-American
director Haiya Howays, has come
to Cinestudio, and it is certain that
the campus will not be the same
' again.
The showing of the film was
bound to stir controversy, and it
has. So, of course, did Riie of
Spring and Ulysses. And if
audience response is any mejasure,
Howaya's evocative masterpiece
scored a dramatic success at
Trinity as it has among the nation's
most astute critics, one of whom
has heralded the work as "a joyous
and uninhibited celebration of
nature and the human body, a
visual poem that makes luminous
the dark and secret crevices of our
lives and is a defiant protest against
the dead head of mass consumer
culture."
"In the Real of the Census" is a
brilliant exploraton of a theme
' which has been taboo in
Hollywood since the days of the
nikelodeon: the gritty, obscure,
and often unpalatable data of U.S.
Government census returns. Under
Howaya's delicate touch, the raw
data come alive—become, in fact,
organisms vital in themselves but,
equally, rich in implications about
the nature of our sometimes
tormented civilization. Those who
have attacked Howaya's "sordid
preoccupation" with the census
data on indoor and outdoor
plumbing and have accused him of
ignorihg"equally suggestive facts"

dwelling units without indoor
W ' and non-arable light rhrough a smokey window. Howaya's
„ „ • , animating
. * .
vision
• • - is
•_ *!._*
that dwelling
with<
about arable
plumbing."units
This explains,
I think,
of
moral
critic,
and
his
film
paints
Maird
buys
the
tablets
and
walks
farmland, soybean acreage in the
his preoccupation with the privy as
South, and the steady rise in the toward the door. Howaya cuts to a in strokes alternately soft and the emblem of a vanishing pastoral
of a civilization life.
number of cities with 50,000 or steaming pile of manure on the somber the picture
1
more inhabitants, fail to see that Imperial Valley ranch of his father. in decline. Many of Howaya's most
The climactic final scene,
Howaya is concerned with toilets The full-throated shouts of the beautiful scenes were shot in rural almost numbing in its violence, is
and intimate bodily functions hired men are the only sounds we Louisiana, among the im- integral to Howaya's vision and to
poverished but dignified Cajun
principally as emblems of life in a hear.
the organic unity of the film. Two
population and on the humming
What
has
shocked
critics
and
modern industrial society. Howya,
sons of a. wealthy sugar merchant
in short, is less a proctologist than a audiences alike, of course, is sugar plantation of Victoria's aging decide that, as a prank, they will
Howaya's focus on manure, privies, parents. The plantation (now in the hitch the outhouse of a poor Cajun
moral philosopher.
hands of her hard-driving and
His decision to use two young and plumbing fixtures. The long grasping brother) is a pure com- neighbor to their speedboat and
actors from the U.CJLA. drama scene in which Victoria wanders mercial operation, and Howaya is drag it at high speeds through the
school is a brilliant stroke. Rachel through the huge.... dockside suggesting that the once pristine treacherous and splendidly
Heine's portrayal of Victoria, a warehouse of the Church Com- land of the Arcadians has been beautiful bayou which borders
their land. What begins as a
neurotic feminist and middle-level pany, her black cocktail dress
polluted by industrialism—the
executive in the Los Angeles office stark against the mountains of same industrialism which has demented joke turns to tragedy
of the Church Seat Company is glistening enamel, has stirred overrun so much of the Old South when the Cajun man, who is inside
breathtaking. And Roland Maird is feverish debate among critics (and, and, of course, the former Spanish the privy, is mangled and then
stunning in his rendering of a semi- in one case, the insinuation that his village which is now Victoria's .. drowned in what is certainly one of
the most gruesome sequences in
alcoholic Department of the In- use of a four minute tracking shot home.
modern cinema. The scene will
terior bureaucrat whose painful is straight from Max Ophuls). Some
In a recent interview in Cahters
hemorrhoids are both symbol and critics have gone so far as to attack du Cinema, Howaya revealed that appear to be gratuitous and insymptom of his lonely and aimless Howaya's film as "obsessive", he had been deeply influenced bv flammatory unless one understands
life. In a much-described scene, "dully repetitive," or "tedious." the works of Southern writers, that the boyou sequence is
Maird rides a bus for hours through Others have compared some of the particularly those of the Agrarian Howaya's angriest statement to
the sprawling city, his mind industrial scenes to Antonioni's school which flourished in the date about the impact of the
swirling with data on one- and two- Red Desert and have found in his 1930's. Howaya's genius, however, machine upon a once secluded and
. .. family residential units in the Los outdoor imagery a Thoreauvian sets him apart from the Agrarians tranquil world.
Angeles metropilitan region. As sense for the palpable rhythms of (and, for that matter, from
"In the Realm of the Census" is
night falls, and the bus becomes nature, for diurnal cycles, for the Faulkner, whose work he admires). a stunning work by a young talent
silent and empty, his eyes come to systolic and peristaltic essence of For where these novelists might whose creative life lies before him.
rest on an advertisement: "Cure human life itself.
Now at work on a film "about
Certainly this austere and point to the automobile, the Jefferson's Monticello, will cerhemorrhoids without surgery." At
railroad, the city, or (as« in
first he ignores the sign. But his majestic film may be faulted on Faulkner's The Bear) commercial tainly emerge as one of the great
more
than
one
count.
But
what
pocket flask is empty and, finally,
timbering as potent symbols of the directors of the age.
the driver pulls the bus into the Howaya's attackers overlook, as I industrial order, Howaya has
Jack Chatfield, a lecturer in
garage for the night. Maird staggers have already suggested, is the chosen the indoor toilet. As he told
the history department and
into an all-night drugstore. moral and philosophical un- the Cahiers interviewer: "One may
observer of the cultural scene,
Howaya's camera is mounted derpinning of the film. Howaya's chart the triumph of industrialism
yearns for the long-gone days
.across the rain-*oaked street and forging of a work of art out of the t and consumerism in the steady
when solutions for the pressing
we see Maird and the clerk ex- raw data of census returns is more decline, statistically speaking, of
problems of everyday life seemed
changing words in pale, yellow than just a triumph of the aesthetic.
simpler.

followed. I will reiterate these
regulations for the benefit of those
familiar with the neighborhood that did not know, or cannot
where fire may be spreading.
remember, or will not remember. If
My other concern relates to the you are one of those groups you
attitude exhibited to fire alarms. might want to cut this out and keep
During one of our recent alarms, it with you for easy reference.
evacuation of the dorm ranged
1. A Trinity I.D. is required for
from slow to non-existent. This entry.
kind of reaction is precisely that
2. In the event of a line, you will
which can lead to injuries and wait with everyone else. There is
deaths. Waiting until one sees
no reserved seating.
flames is a terrible risk. Poisonous
3. You may not carry in or carry
gases and lack of oxygen can result
out any beverage.
from relatively small fires.
4. You may not consume
' In the past few years, a
number of student deaths due to anything we do not sell. (This refers
fires have occurred at several to other forms of alcohol and any
schools. At Skidmore in 1976, in a drug not sold in pharmacies.)
5. There is an alarm on the
dorm of 128 residents, one student
was killed, 23 hospitalized (three in Pub's back door. Do not use that
serious condition), "and 40 treated door unless there is a real
and released. At Providence emergency.
College, four deaths occurred. Just
6. All of the glassware and table
last week a fire at Tufts University cloths belong to the Pub. Thefts,
resulted in injury to five attempted
thefts,
and
firefighters. Eight minutes after miscellaneous damage will be dealt
detection, flames had spread with through disciplinary
through the entire dorm. These procedures.
incidents highlight; the necessity of
7. The Pub supervisors have the
getting out of buildings when authority to deny entrance to
alarms go off. Do not wait until fire pe/sons they feel are not in control
or panic has spread, do not block of their behavior, to ask persons
entries and stairwells, and never already in the Pub who lose
assume an alarm is false.
control of their behavior to leave
Susan Tananbaum,'79 and to ask for student ID's in cases
of behavior they interpret as
counterproductive to a relaxing
atmosphere in the Pub.
••To those of you that read
through
this entire letter, I thank
Dear Trinity:
you.
To
those
of you that did not, I
I am consistently amazed by the
will
undoubtedly
be seeing you in
perceptions- students have of the
the
future.
Iron Pony Pub. It would seem that
Sincerely,
after two years of operation
Wayne
J.Asmus,
Director
students would be aware of a
Mather Campus Center
couple of regulations that must be
cont. front P. 8

Pub Rules

ADPhi
A certain virtue of strength is
recognition and admission of
misjudgment. In assessing our
actions on Saturday, January 27,
during our,, pick-up night
procession, it becomes painfully
evident that we, the collective
Brotherhood of Alpha Delta Phi
erred on two specific accounts.
First, in entering the library and
temporarily disrupting quietude,
we directly infringed upon the
rights of those people who had
come to the library for imperturbation. For this we are sorry.
We also owe Mr. Emerick an
apology for the champagne spilled
on the rug. . Aftr all, we're as
pleased with the new library as
anyone else. Secondly, we briefly
obstructed the path of an
automobile on the drive outside of
Austin Arts Center. Again, we're
sorry.
This apology .is necessary to
reaffirm the fact that we are not a
collection of drunks who barricade
ourselves inside a brick beer-keg
on 122 Vernon Street. A.D.
brothers are involved in a variety of
activities on this campus; and do in
most cases, individually and
collectively, contribute to the
betterment of Trinity. «We hope
that if you were personally offended on our pick-up night that
you will accept our apology. We
also sincerely hope that you will
continue to support our efforts' to
add constructively to this campus
through attendance at lectures,
benefit-beer-blasts, and other
assorted positive activities.
The Brothers of Alpha Delta Phi

of the show. The intricate interrelationship between the outer and
the.inner play was also virtually
To the Editor:
ignored;
the
one-sentence
This letter is going to seem paragraph which deals with this is
Strange to most people who will representative of the superficiality
read it, but I feel 'compelled to and unsupported nature of the
write.it after reading the review (I review.
use the word loosely) of "Kiss Me
We should leave this type of
Kate" in last week's issue of the writing, with its very enthusiastic
Tripod. This has nothing to do with adjectives, etc., to the people doit) j
my disagreeing with Mr. Noble's publicity for the show. Mr. Nob '
enthusiastic feelings about the should continue to write in tf-j.
production; I agree that it was manner when he writes about
enjoyable and well done. The thing sports events, because he is very
that disturbs me about it is, in no good in that capacity. In reviewing
way can it be regarded as a theatre arts productions, however,
legitimate review; a better he is definitely out of his element.
description might be that it is an
This brings up the question of
unsolicited publicity release. In why thevsports editor is writing the
many ways, the tone of the article review in the first place. I realize
made it seem like someone telling that Peter Bain, the arts editor,
their friend about the show over cannot be expected to vrite all
the phone, trying to persuade reviews, though he is probably the
him/her to go see it. Perhaps most qualified to do so. I also
some people
regard
this realize that Paul Christensen,
manifestation of Mr. Noble's another qualified reviewer, could
enthusiasm to be adequate and not be expected to write it since he
appropriate as the only review of is a member of the cast, However, I
the major production at Trinity this feel that it is the.responsibility of
semester. I, for one, do not, and I Mr. Bain to assure that he has a
know of many others who feel the qualified person to write reviews
same way. In effect, I am saying when he is not able to, and
that I disagree with the review in therefore he must receive a .rtiare
terms of style, not content; in other of the blame for this 'review'. He,
words, I am distinguishing between of all people, should realize that it
a favorable and a responsible . is unfair to the shows being
review. While Mr. Noble's review reviewed, if there is such discrepcertainly was favorable, it just as ancy in the quality of those
certainly was not responsible.
reviews; this results in mediocre
There were many aspects of the shows getting favorable reviews
play which were either totally while better shows may seem to be
ignored or were all too briefly getting less favorable reviews
mentioned, such ,as the relation- which are just more probing in
ships between the major characters nature.
(especially Fred and Lilli) and how
Finally, I submit that if the
they developed during the course
cont. on P. 10

Kate Review
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Announcements
Summer Study
Information on summer study
programs is available from Mrs.
Shirley in the Office of Educational
Services. Also available soon will
be a publication of the Institute of
International
Education—
"Summer Study Abroaad.'" This
publication lists hundreds of
programs throughout the world.
Students should check with Dean
Winslow on the acceptability of
credit for any specific program.

away from- Trinity during the music, woodworking, backpacking,
Christmas Term (Fall) 1979 are canoeing; baseball and basketball
expected
to
complete
all coaches. Also other openings.
arrangements and notify the Office Salaries relate to experience and
of Educational Services and skills. Only detailed letters,
Camp
Records of their plans by April 16, resumes considered.
Associates, Suite 5B, 25 East 83rd
1979.
Street, New York, NY 10028.

Study Abroad

The following general informational meeting will be held in
Alumni Lounge: Wednesday,
March 14, 11:00 a.m. Students are April 6,1979—Details of Residence
invited to come to receive in- Selection Process Distributed
formation for the first time or to
Applications to participate in ask further questions of Dean
the Fall 1979 program of the Winslow concerning study away April 13, 1979—Deadline for
Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus from Trinity,
Returning Students to Submit
are available in the Office of
Residence Selection Process Entry
Educational Services (Dean
Cards, Certified Medical/ Dietary
"Vinslow).
The deadline for dropping Requests, and Program Proposals.
courses one is presently enrolled in
is Friday, April 6, 1979. That same
day is the deadline for finishing
On Thursday, March 15 at 4
courses graded incomplete from
p.m. in Clement 105, there will be a
last term or prior terms. After April
meeting
of
all
freshmen,
6 any remaining grade of insophomores and juniors interested
complete becomes an F. Note that
in the study of chemistry or
this is the Friday of the first week
biochemistry. Professor Bobko will
of classes after Spring Vacation.
discuss the requirements of the
chemistry and biochemistry
cont. from P. 9
majors, the 1979-80 chemistry
The Trinity College Women's
course schedule and the selection Center would like to announce that reviews in the Tripod are to be
of teaching assistants for next year. it will be open on Sundays from 2-4 considered valid, they must be of
uniform quality and must be
p.m. in addition to its orginal hours
responsible and supported reviews,
of Monday through Friday, 1-5 p.m.
not just enthusiasm. This must be
A meeting of all gay Trinity and 740p.m. and Saturdays 1-5 pjn.
done in order -to make them
students will be held on Wed- We hope that the college combelievable in the minds of the
nesday, March 14 to discuss the munity will feel free to visit the
readers. If this is not done, then the
formation of Eros, an organization Center and become involved with
reader can never be assured of
whose intent is to serve as a sup- its activities.
accuracy when reading a review. In.
port group for gay students by
addition, these so-called reviews
offering an opportunity for selfare unfair to the people who have
-expression. Further information
"worked very hard to put together a
may be obtained from the
Group of 10 large established
well-polished product; it is unfair
camps in New England have
Chaplain's office.
openings for men and women in: •• that an excellent production rates
Tennis, swimming, sailing, soccer, no more a responsible a review
archery,
arts &. crafts, drama, than a mediocre production. In
Students planning to study
effect, their striving for excellence
goes unrecognized.
L& me stress agina that the
fault lies less with Mr. Noble, who
was merely writing in the style to
which he is accustomed, than with
Mr. Bain, who should have known
what type of product he would
receive and should have taken
steps to assure that a more valid
review would be produced.
Sincerely,
Name Withheld by Request

Housing News

Bart»eri Center

Course Deadline

Chemistry Majors

April
20,
1979—Residence
Selection Process Priority Numbers
and Available Residences Posted at
the Mather Campus Center Front
Desk.
April
25,
1979—Residence
Selection Process for Handicapped/ Medical/ Dietary
Requests and Program/ Cooking
Groups Washington Room

Single-Occupancy Residences.
May 1, 1979—Washington Room,
7:00 p.m. Residence Selection
Process for Lottery # 1 to # 501 for
Multiple-Occupancy Residences.
May 2, 1979—Washington Room,
7:00 p.m. Residence Selection
Process for Lottery # 501 to # 1001
for
Multiple-Occupancy
Residences.

April 25,1979—Washington Room,
8:00 p.m. Residence Selection May 3, 1979—Washington Room,
process for Handicapped/Medical/ 7:00 p.m. Residence Selection
Dietary Requests and Program/ Process for Lottery # 1001 to end
Cooking Groups.
for
Multiple-Occupancy
Residences.
April 30,1979—Washington Room,
7:00 p.m. Residence Selection
Process for Lottery # 1 to end for

May 29,1979—Residences Must Be
Vacated by noon.

Letters

Women's Center

/Eros Meeting

Camp

Fall Deadline

Have you considered
what an MS ^
in accounting
can mean to you?

'

Even if you have never had a single hour of accounting
in any of your college courses, you can take advantage of
this opportunity to build a solid foundation in accounting
concepts and have a rewarding career in professional
accounting.
At lyortheastern University, you can get a Master of
Science degree in Accounting in 15 months. Designed
especially for non-accounting undergraduates, the Northeastern program consists of six months of classroom
studyin the basics of accounting, three months paid onthe-job internship with a public accounting firm, and then
six months of intensive study integrating your intern experiences with class study, in preparation for the CPA exam.
There is a long standing and ciose'partnership between
the Graduate School and the leading public accounting
firms: Arthur Andersen; Alexander Grant; Arthur Young;
Coopers & lybrand; Ernst & Ernst; Deloitte, Hawkins &
Sells; Laventhol & Horwath; Peat Marwick Mitchell; Price ,
Waterhouse; and Touche Ross. The firms work closely with
the school both in program design and provision of interrt
and graduate placement.
For more Information call (617)437-2714 or write:
Professor Joseph Golemme
Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
_.__
Boston, Mass. 02115
NameAddress,
City
College-

.Stale-

-Zip..

-Class.

astern University'

Car Safety
To Whom it May Concern:
Something must be done about
the security problem with cars on
campus. This is not intended to be
a letter of sympathy, but one which
will call for immediate action. My
car was broken into about a week
ago. I figured it was just one of
those things, where I was one of
the rare victims of some senseless
crime. Little did I know that quite
similar occurrences had been
happening for the past several,
months. Two things prompted me
to write this letter.
First, when. I went to my car to
identify the missing items, the
security guard muttered a remark
to the extent that it was the third
night in a row tht vandalism had
occurred to cars parked in the
CPTV parking lot. I was wondering, why weren't students made
aware of such unsafe iar.eas,
especially when an outbreak had
been limited to one vicinity?
Second, when an assault occurs
on campus, a multitude' of short
news bulletins entitled "Security
Alerts" are posted on dorm interiors and made very obvious to
the student! Surely ojle can easily
assume the run of the mill car
stealer carries some tools, which in
addition to helping them obtain car
parts, may also double as
dangerous weapons. It really can't

be that much of a bother to post
alerts when this type of vandalism
occurs.
Hence, we have a problem.
How can the student who has a car
on campus be made aware of such
vandalism, or better yet, is there
any way that the safekeeping of
cars parked at Trinity College can
be made more efficient?
When one views the parking
situation at Trinity, it can easily be
seen that there is one area open to
the student, that has consistently
less crime than the others. This is,
of course, the Austin Arts-Ferris
parking lot. It can be deduced that
the reason for this is because it
does not lie on the perimeter of the
campus, thus creating difficulty for
the vandal. A few solutions are
immediately obvious.
The areas around the dorms of
Jarvis, Nortliam and Seabury; the
library, and McCook should be
made more accessible to the
student since the average teacher
and visitor do not leave their-cars
overnight. If this is not feasible,
tigher security measures along the
perimeter parking lots should
immeditely occur. Whether
through an increase in the present
campus" security force or an
adoption of a student security
patrol, the parking lots must be
attended to more frequently than
once every half hour or forty-five
minutes, if that. Such a time interval would allow a vandal to do
damage to several cars. What is
needed is a visit once every five or
ten minutes; or1 even someone
stationed in the parking lot to
observe any unusual occurrences.
If cooperation between campus
security and student car owners
can be arranged so that both can
reach a sufficient level of
satisfaction, it can be seen how
both sides will benefit. Interior
campus securing will not have to
bother with parking lot incidents,
while the car owner can rest
assured that there is 'tighter
security in the area where the car is
parked. What the situation
amounts to at present, is a drastic
letdown in campus security with
regards to such car vandalism
incidents. Something must be
done!!
David M.Wilke
Class of 1979

Going Further

Jackson's stand on Fraternity
affairs. I fully concur that the
students on campus are grown-up,
responsible people and there is no
reason that they should not be
given the opportunity to interact
together at all times.
She has a brilliant goal in mind,
however, I feel that we should go
further to solve the many problems
which are caused by the
discriminating policies' of several
other institutions on campus.
Everyone is aware of the
problems of . lines for the
bathrooms outside the Pub; an.d
who has not been in any dormitory
and forced to walk long distances
up or down stairs or hallways to
find the proper facilities for his or
her sex.
I propose that if we substituted
the one sign 'persons' for either
'men' or 'women', thus allowing
both sexes to use any such
designated lavatory, we would
reduce the many menacing obstacles caused by this sexist institution.
Furthermore, everyone knows
how the lines at the Mather
Cafeteria are getting longer,
causing many people to wait for
their meal up to 15 or 20 minutes on
a bad day. Well, a simple solution
to the problem would be to open
up the Hamlin "Faculty Club" and
dining room to students as well as
faculty, allowing a sort of floating
population at mealtimes; if one
cafeteria is full, then the other
should have sufficient room,
C
Finally, there is the socially
isolating problem of single-sex
rooms. How many of us have felt
more than a little uncomfortable,
as freshmen, entering that handsome guy's or beautiful girl's room,
and then become tongue-tied
because it was our first experience
with the opposite sex. To alleviate
this dilemma, I propose a less sexist
attitude toward rooming, by
allowing students to choose any
roommate. After all we are mature
adults.
•
And just think how Trinity's
social tensions would be ended if
every freshman was • assigned, a
member of the opposite sex for a
roommate.

So, three cheers, "for Ms.
Robinson-Jackson's policies. Go
Sir:
As a concerned member of the get those fraternities, and then
Trinity community I could not onward to the rest of the world!
Name Withheld by Request
agree more with Ms. Robinson-

Mountaiaeering *6.

comtaineering1 is an
oral tradition. Over
the years, it has
been passed down
_^ from teacher to
"pupil,father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythology, if you will - has formed
around the mountains of
Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
these truths and half-truths,
these stories both accurate
and apocryphal. A wise decision. And, as luck would have
it, this ad is just the ticket.
One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
BaxtB^Bennington Adventurer,
international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check is in the mail" it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Bennington subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountatntop with creative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on SO
JKfiscal years. Asked at thg
culmination of his'
pp
flsanchlaeddrtwmo,
durnnty corporations and oorpoisto
dummies Kept him in doveri'

"I can make you a mathematical model, baby!' Talk
about your wildlife!
But when looking for
sheer courage, W Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountain_ eers. Fond of saying "The
road to truth goes through
bad. neighborhoods','Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached
mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,,
equipped only with 30 waterproof matches and a major credit
card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland He
was up to the task. Within 24
hours, Poole was basking under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
'; smooth, cold, refreshing
•'. mountains of Busch Beer.
, A credit to his
colleagues
and a colleague on
credit.
What
30 waterproof
becomes
tolMS
credit
card,
a legend
paraoluied
into
a
most?
That

"Bafore tba evening was ovnr, Bevwal of ttem
ware tending thooliile ruins.

career to reflect upon the secret of success, Bennington
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquid? "
Another frequent subject
of mountaineering lore is
the wildlife. Numerous 1
tales abound, but perhaps
the most famous story is
that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All
75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated
an after hours expedition.
It began harmlesslyeiiou^h.
But soon, the Busch mountaineers reached the Mobius
Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow hijinks. Before the
evening was over, several of .
them were bending the slide
rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and telling every woman.
in sight they were agents with •:
-an eye for figures, claiming ; .^

is (one) a matter of subjective
judgment and (twd) in a constant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountaineering muscles, be
true to the
d
tion. At best,
youll be part
of history!
At least,. you'll be a
• near-myth.

lMountaineerlng Is the science and art of ditoldrg Busdi The teim originates due to te si
Ijtt^ cnitsicte a i ^ perpetuates due to ttfflcc^
ofttifitr exploits are legendary; ai3y similarity to actual people, living or deadte pTjrelycoincidentai.

Don't Just reacli for a beer.

BUSCH

Head for the mountains.

©Anheuser-Busch, Inc. St.touis, Mo.
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More Sports

BANTAM SPORTS ARENA

Hoop Honors For Higgins, Levin

Karate Tourney*

The Co-Captains reaped the honors at last
week's Women's Varsity Basketball Banquet.
Senior Co-Captain Sue Levin was named Most
Improved.Player of the year. She was the Bantam
point guard and floor general for most of the
successful season. Junior Co-Captain Cindy
Higgins was named Most Valuable Player. The
high-scoring forward set numerous Trinity
records, and her,219 points in 15 games this
season gave her a 14.6 points per game
average, the high mark for all Trinity hoop
stars (both men and women) in 1979.

A Kenpo (Chinese-style) Karate Tournament
will be held this Saturday, March 17th, in Unit A
of the Ferris Athletic Center. The Tourney is
co-sponsored by Dick Vida of Hartford-Kenpo
Karate.

Summer Jobs
Trinity students looking for summer jobs,
there are openings for employment with the
Trinity College All-Sports Camp. Trinity students
get first crack at the jobs, which are of two
varieties. The first is for "specialists" in
particular Sports: Baseball, Basketball, Football,
Swimming, Tennis, Soccer, Softball, Gymnastics,
Lacrosse, Track, Wrestling, Squash, and others.
(It helps if you are a specialist in more than one
sport, but it is not necessary). The second variety
is simply for someone with a general interest in
sports who likes working with kids (girls and boys
ages 6-14). If interested contact Dan Doyle at
Ferris Athletic Center, Ext. 430. Trinity
candidates will be considered exclusively until
April 15th.

Bantams Fly South
MEN'S LACROSSE
,Mon.-Sat., March 19-24 at Florda State Fairgrounds, Tampa, Florida, vs. Williams, Wooster,
Kenyon, R.P.I, and on Saturday either FairleighDickinson or Michigan State. The team will be
staying at Regal 8, Tampa, of 1-4.
BASEBALL
Wednesday, March 21 vs. Phillies Farm Team (2
games 9:30 and 1:00), Carpenter Field (off D a
St.), Clearwater, Fla.; Thnrs., March 22 vs.
Phillies Farm Team (9:30 a.m.), same location;
Friday, March 23 vs. Bryant College (9:30 a.m.),
Clearwater Central Catholic; Sun., March 25 vs.
Phillies Farm Team (1:00 p.m.), Carpenter Field;
Mon., March 26 vs. New England-College (9:30
a.m.), Tack field (turn North off Gulf-to-Bay on
Hercules, out past railroad tracks),Clearwater.
Then at 7:30 p.m., St. Petersburg Collegians,
Lake Vista Field, St. Petersburg.; Wed., March
28 vs. New England College (9:30 a.m.), Tack
Field.

GolfTryouts

There will be a very important meeting for all
those interested in trying out for the Golf Tean
this Wednesday night, March 14, at 8:15, in the
Conference Room of the Ferris Athletic Center.
Anyone unable to attend the meeting please get
in touch with either Rob Golding (Box 1716) or
John Flynn (Box 113).-

Ultimate Frisbee
The Trinity Utimate Frisbee Club will hold a
meeting for all those interested in participating in
some springtime craziness (Ultimate Frisbee) oh
Thursday evening, at 8:3Q PM, in the DKE
House. Come on down! If you are unable to
attend please contact Dave Dunn (249-7898).

Vacation Bee Hours
The Ferris Athletic Center facilities will be
open during Spring Vacation Monday thru Friday
from 10 AM - 2 PM. There will be no evening Rec
and no weekend Rec during vacation.

Table Tennis, Anyone?
Trinity College and the Hartford Parks and
Recreation Department are co-sponsoring the 9th
Annual Hartford Open Table Tennis, Tournament. The Tournament will be held at the end of
March, in Unit A of the Ferris Athletic Center.
Entries must be received by the Hartford Parks
and Recreation Department Office, 25 Stonington^
St., Hartford, Ct. 06113 c/o Dan Ficacelli by 4:30
PM on Wed. March 21, 1979.

Softball 79: A Unique Blend Of Veterans And Rookies

by Nick Noble
The snap of leather, the crack
of a bat, cries of "Turn two!" and
"Coming downl" and Trinity's
Women's Softball Team begins its
third organized season on the
Summit. The nineteen candidates
represent a unique blend of experienced veterans, talented
rookies and raw novices, all caught
up in the spirit of spring. It may be
too early to predict the season's
outcome, bu tthe general atmosphere is one of optimism.
Five of the nineteen return
from the 1978 season, and two are

veterans of the sport's maiden
campaign
in
1977.
Their
predominant strength is in the
infield, but last year's catcher and
the leading outfielder are also back
to help add stability to the squad.
Sarah Parran was the 1978
catcher, and could repeat in that
position this year. As a freshman
last spring she made only two
errors in ten games and was a
steadying influence on the team.
She can also play the infield. Ellen
Grossman led all of last year's
outfielders
with
her
fine

glove work, and batted a consistent
.259. Sarah Neilly hit 333 as a sub,
seeing limited action,' and her
experience can only be an asset to
the team's depth.
Two players have spent two
intercollegiate Softball seasons at
Trinity. Lorraine deLabry and
Carol McKen^ie have anchored
down second and third for those
years.
A lifetime .428 hitter at Trinity
Lorraine deLabry holds • all the
Bantam career records offensively,
As a freshman she led the squad in

runs and stolen bases, hitting '.424.
Last season she hit .433 and led all
infielders in fielding average. If she
contnues at the same pace, in 1979
her skill with a bat should tie the
spark that can kindle a winner.
Her freshman year,. Carol
McKenzie led the team with a .481
batting mark,, and recorded an
outstanding .952 fielding average at
third. While her plate performance
dipped to, under .300 last year, she
still holds the lifetime mark for
Trinity infielders, and when she
recovers from a hyper-extended
knee suffered early in preseason
she should provide an impetus on
both offense and defense.
The cost for kids applying to
There are some talented freshthe camp will range from $110 for a men out for the squad as well. Polly
single two-week session to ap- Lavery has been a standout in the
proximately $360 for the full eight outfield, and should have an inside
weeks. But Trinity will also make
an effort to attract kids on
scholarship, going to local
businesses
and
community
organizations for aid. The plan is to
Emit thei camp this year to 150
The first signs of Spring are
applicants per session, and then
here—rough, blistered hands,
hopefully tb^ expand in successive
'mounds of dirty sweats, anyears.
•
ticipation of that fast, approaching
Doyle als.p plans to bring in
trininmg (no beer, no smoke, no
prominent figures in various Sports
nuthin'), and a flock of oarspeople
to help with 'special instructional
at Mather, at 6:45. Yes, lanlectures.
dlubbers, the rowers are back on
the recently-thawed Connecticut
River. For two .weeks now, the
threat on the basepaths. Power- shells have ben gliding past the
hitting Frank Netcoh moves up river banks, dodging icebergs,
from the JVs to add some punch to floating trees and refrigerators. Alt
the line-up, and should see action of the rowers seem happy to be out
in right or left. Frpsh AT Subbloie, of the wejght room and back in
the only lefty hitter on the squad their natural habitat.
has looked promising in preTrinity will be "boating" a
season.
'Varsity and hopefully a JV
There are two catchers behind heavyweight eight, Varsity and JV
Irvine, Steve Gugliemo and Peter lightweight and Women's eights,
Martin. Both are outstanding and Freshmen lightweight and
receivers, and simply have to prove heavyweight eights. The two
that they can hit college pitching. Freshmen eights are pretty well set,
The DH spot is wide open, and as far as positions go, but their will
Coach Shults feels that one or both be great competition for seats on
of the back-up back-stops can play theother boats, particularly in the
there.
lightweight program.
So the outlook is optimistic.
The heavyweight boat is going
They leave for Florida on Saturday. well, even though its personnel is
None of the games down south will not positively set, due to the injury
count on the schedule this season, of Al Gray. With Gray, Dave
but they will serve to smooth out Diefenbach, Barr Flynn K Jeff
the rough edges. The Bantams even Siekierski, John Danaher, Charlie
take on the Phillies Farm Team. All Moore and Jake Shepherd all
in Clearwater.
returning from last year's Henley
See you in April.
boats, experience should prove to

Trinity All-Sports Summer Gimp
This summer Trinity is
sponsoring the Trinity College AllSports Camp, for girls and boys
ages 644. The Camp will feature
instruction in the fundamentals of

Rugby Prepares
For Spring
As Spring rolls around again
the Trinity Rugby Club is getting
feady for another bone-crunching
season. 1979 could be the club's
most challenging campaign ever.
Seven games are scheduled over a
span of five weeks. This past fall
fall saw the Rugb/Club extend its
activities to two games at the close
of football festivities, in preparation for Spring play.
Practices will begin officially
the first week back from vacation.
With a nucleus of experienced
players returning from the Fall and
the previous Spring, the club
should be able to field two sides.
Competition for the first fifteen
spots should be keen, but with a
number of " B " games scheduled
everyone should get a chance to
play.
With returning players Gus
Reynolds and Dave Johnson in the
backs and the strength of Joe
Delano, Sean Souney* and Rich
Leroux in the scrum, just to name a
few, Trinity should field a powerful ,
first side. The team will be coached
this year by Neville Doherty, head
ol.. the Western New England
• Riigby Referees Society.
•' ;'With more - games, • home
games, and expectations for a solid
squad, this could be the most
exciting Rugby season yet,

Baseball, Basketball, Football,
Swimming, Tennis, Soccer, Softball, Gymnastics, Lacrosse, Track,
Wrestling, Squash, and other
sports. Also, they will receive basic
instruction in First Aid. The Camp
will run in four two-week sessions
from June 25 through August 17,
1979. Dan Doyle, Head Coach of
• Trinity Men's Basketball, will be its
Director.
"We're going to give Trinity
students the first shot at jobs for
jobs at the camp," coments Doyle.
"It is going to be simijar to the
operation we ran at Brown last
year."

Bantam Baseball 1979
cent, from P. 14
"Reggie" Spencer and southpaw
Nellie Toner are the other veterans
on the staff, while lefty John
Valencia and hard-throwing Todd
Dagres are the freshmen who
round out the rest of the corps.
..-• The infield is solid. Returning is
Bobby Almquist, whose steallar
play at short and late-season
batting heroics made him I978's
Most Improved Player. He can play
anywhere. Len- Lortie, an outstanding fielder, is also back. If he
can stay healthy, he could prove a
threat this year. Gary Palmer is
also returning. All three can steal
bases blindfolded. Freshmen Steve
Woods and Chuck Welsh provide
depth here.
In the outfield Roger Mqreau
will be <coming to Pieszak's aid.
Moreau saw a lot of action as a sub
in '78, and has a fine glove. His bat
has yet to b ^ tested, but he too is a

track for a, starting berth, if preseason performances are any indication. Tracy Partridge, Cyndie
Hume, and Barbara Sherman all
look good at various infield
positions.
And so they work, preparing for
a tough 13 game schedule,
beginning April 5 with their home
opener against A.I.C. •
r. •»!*.
Coach Kathie Lipkovich is
impressed with the experience of
most who are out for the team. She
is also aware, however, that there
are several candidates who have
little experience, and much of the.
early training centers around
fundamentals.
So on Thursday, April 5, get a
taste of Spring by coming out and
cheering on the Women's Softball
Team in the shadow of Ferris
Athletic Center.

Crew All Set To Row
be a valuable asset. The lightweights? Well, they're gutsy. What
they lack in style, they make up for
in fierce pulling. The large number
• of essentially open seats should
bring out the best in each oarsmen.
The women have five returning
lettermen: Captain Liz Kelly, SueProctor, Dee Dee Look, and Ann
K. Fickling and Debbie Davis.
Several freshwomen Have shown a
lot of potential and will make for
an extremely "punching" JV boat,
and a couple will round out the
varsity squad. Andrea Scully will
be coxing the Varsity and Liz
Engelka will be piloting tlw JVs.
The Freshmen program has
experienced
oarsmen
Dan
Bradshaw and Brian (Fred) Flynn;
they will be the backbone .of the
heavyweight boat. Rich Malabre
will help out the lightweights. The
Freshmen are a spirited hunch—if
their enthusiasm continues on and
off the water, they shoud do well come race time. ^
All in all, as C oach Graf put it,
"The fall helped us a lot in terms of
physical conditioning and style.
here is a lot of potentiial for the
spring on all levels." Hopefully, the
crews will capitalize on that
potential, so obviously present, and
will bring home the total Point
Trophy from the Dad Veil Regatta
in May.
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More Sports
Men's Varsity Swimming 1979: A Renaissance
Over the course of the 1979
Trinity College Varsity Swimming
season, one adjective has been
used to describe the events that
have transpired—unbelievable.
Predictions were made in
December by knowledgeable
people that the Swim Squad would
prb.bably go winless. However, with
Coach Chet McPhee at the helm,
his legions hoped to prove
everyone wrong.
Trin's first dual meet of the year
against Union was to prove the
pivotal point in the season's
genesis. Both teams were closely
matched but it was the hardcore
determination of the Ducks that
blew the Onion's away. A
precedent was set that was to
follow in nearly every dual and
championship meet to follow:
when the pressure increased,
Trinity would pull it out. McPhee
was the main reason for Trin's
success this year. He was able to
generate each person's motivations
into a team context rather than into
factional units.
Following Union, Trinity
defeated Wesleyan for the second
year in a row. Trin garnered their
third win of the season against
Babson College in probably the
most exciting dual meet staged at
Trinity College. Throughout the
season the Ducks lacked depth.
Thus, certain members of the team
were relegated to swim three in-

dividual events. Against Babson,
ReUly (200 free, 100 free, 200
Breast), Calgi (1000 free, 200 Fly,
500 free or Triple Crown), and
Hinton (200 IM, 100 free, and 500
free) all tripled. Reilly had to swim
the 200 Breast in order to give Trin
enough points to have a shot at
winning in the last relay. The
Babson meet exemplified a total
team effort because Trin had only
four swimmers eligible to swim in
the 400 free relay. In that, Len
Adam, Chip McKeehan, diver
Randy Brainerd, and Rich Katzman swam to a heart-throbbing win
to give Trin their first win ever over
the Beavers.
Trin lost their next two meets
against WPI 54-59 and Central
Connecticut 56-57 in very close
battles. These contests proved that
the Ducks had made a tremendous
improvement over last season
where they had been blown out by
Woopie and Central. Trinity closed
out their season by defeating lona
College and Clark University for
their best season record of the past
decade, 5-5.
Over the course of the dual
meet season, Trin had many
heroes. Reilly was voted the John
Siowik Most Valuable Player
Award for the 1979 season, an
honor he has received twice in the
past. He is one of three seniors that will leave the Duck's fold. Over the
past five years he has been

irreplaceable. His efforts against
Babson, where he turned on Trin's
momentum with a win in the 200
free and kept Trin in the contest
with an unbelievable surge in the
200 Breast, were awesome. In
addition, his great last leg in the
800 free relay of 1:48.7 ties the
fastest 200 ever swum by a Trinity
swimmer, and helped to break the
school record.
Hinton was Trin's other cocaptain and will assume - the
number one rolesnext season. In his
own quiet and non-conflicting way
he glued the team together underneath. A sprinter when he came
here, Hinton has been turned into a
middle distance swimmer as well as
Trin's top Individual Medley
swimmer. He holds the IM recordat 2:11.0 as well as an unbelievable
1:49.6 200 free split in the New
Englands.
Calgi served in the role as
"assistant coach" during the 1979
season. He was responsible for
many of the strategies employed.
Calgi swam the Triple' Crown
thrice during the season as well as
recording tremendous time drops
during the New Englands in the
500—5:08.1, 100 free—50.5, and a
1:52,5 in the 200 split of the 800
relay.
Randy Brainerd graduates as
Trinity's all-time leading diver. He
posted school records in both the
Requited and Optional Diving.

Rich Katzman, captain-elect during the year, dropping his time
along with Hinton next season, tremendously, and earning a
leads the returning group. Katzman
chance to
swim in the New
was noted the "Most Improved Englands where he recorded a 1:10.1
Swimmer" award, as he made 100 and 2:34.9 200'. Huffer swam to
dramatic improvements both in
a 2:47 200, impressive for someone
time and in attitude over last... ..who lacked any previous exseason. He .will lead the . now^ perience.
depleted distance corps as he
It is these and the aforemenrecorded an 11:131000,49.97100 free tioned performances that enable
split, and well as 1:52.8 as a member Coach McPhee and every member
of the 800 free relay.
of the team to look back on the
Len Adam dominated the 50 for 1979 season with pride. As McPhee
Trin as he recorded five wins in
had said, ''When I was appointed
that event ovet the course of the
Head Coach; I approached the task
season. Adam will assume his role with pessimism because of what I
as premier sprinter next season. had heard about the team. But
Mikie Elgunise performed when I met everyone and go to
admirably in the 200 Back know each individual, I realized tht
throughout the season. Chip there was" an infinite amount of
McKeehan, in his first year, gave intensity and drive present and it
100% effort over the course of the was only a matter of tapping that
season as he was part of that im- vein. When I look back in a
portant depth in the 50 "and 100 number of years, no matter how
free. Fritz Eberle was integral in successful the team has become, I
the Butterfly events as well as will remember 1979 as Trin's
lending depth in the 100 and 200 greatest year/'
free. Dave Gatenby, in his first
The drive and intensity of the
year, dove in stellar fashion and team can best be exemplified in the
will return next year to fulfill his performance of the 800 free Relay
legacy.
team that swam to a 7:23.6 and
One area of marked im- Eighth place in the New Englands.
provement occurred with Trnity's For seniors Reilly and Calgi, it
Breaststroke troops. Without a marked the end of the "miracle
legimate Breaststroker on the season". "After wallowing in the
•roster, Trin called upon John "JC, dung heap for three years, to have
Mr. Talent Nite, King" Chandler tasted the nectar of success for
and Bill Huffer to fill in the Breast even one year made it all worth the
shoes. Chandler swam his guts out while.

Seven Seniors Say So long To Successful Squash Scene
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by Nick Noble
Probably the single most
successful Trinity
Athletic
Program over the past half-dox'en
years has been the Women's and
Men's Squash squads. In that time
the Men have never been out of the
nation's Top Ten, and the Women
have never been out of the Top
Five nationally.
Jane Millspaugh, Head Coach
of the Women's Team, credits a
strong group of senior" with much
of this year's success. Five squashwomen are leaving the Bantam
fold, and they will be Sorely missed.
Marion DeWitt had a fine 11-2

record this winter, and compiled a
394 career mark on the Trin
Varsity. She has played on the
Varsity for all (our of her Trinity
years, always in the top three. She
was undefeated at number three
her freshman, year, and only lost
one match apiece as a sophomore
and junior. In the nation she has
been ranked 6th for the last two
years, and should receive a fifth
plade ranking as a senior.
"Her leadership has always
been excellent," says Millspaugh
of DeWitt. "She has always been
supportive, encouraging the
Coaches to push harder. She has

been a good Captain. She cares
about the team,"
Muffy
Rogers
is
a/so'
graduating. She did not play
Squash as a freshman. She had
never played before, and learned
the game in a freshman P.E.
course. As a sophomore she went
out for the team and played at the
numbr six spot. Her junior year she
travelled to Dartmouth, where she
played number one for the Big
Green and was ranked 10th
nationally. This season she
fashioned a fine 11-2 record behind
DeWitt, and her Trinity career
mark is 20-3.

Nina McLane is characterized
by Coach Millspaugh as "a consistent strength. And she nas
improved with the years." She
started her freshman yeat at
number seven and was unbeaten.
She then played number four, two
while Rogers was away, and this
year number three, with a solid 11-3
mark. Her overall carder record is
36-6.

' '
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" Debbie Kunhardt also had a
strong 11-3 record. "Things came
together for Debbie this year,"
comments Millspaugh. "She has

Rapp, Coutu Shine In Men's Hoop Season
by Nick Noble
The 1979 Men's Varsity Basketball season is done, their record a
mediocre 8-15.
Youth was the focus of this
winter's squad.
Frosh Jim
Callahan averaged nine points per
game, while guard John Meariey
averaged II before he broke his
arm over the Christinas break.
Robert Craft came on late in the
season with some fine scoring and
dynamite rebounding.
But head and shoulders, above
the rest were Carl Rapp and Roger
Coutu. Rapp led the Bantam
Varsity with 319 points, an average
of 14.5 per game, while Coutu
trailed by only 'one point with 318
and a-13.8 average. These are the
two highest point totals ever
fecorded by Freshmen playing on
he Varsity since the freshmen
vere made eligible for Varsity
competition 10 years ago.
Junior Co-Captain Willie Rosshirt proved to be a sparkplug
beginning in January. The hustling
floor-general keyed a couple of last
minute triumphs, and proved a
leader on the floor.
Only one senior graduates this
year, Co-Captain Dave Whalen.
Whalen hung tough for the duration of the season, provided able
leadership for a young squad,
" • • • •
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been one of our hardest workers in
conditioning; and absolute delight
to coach."
"This was Mimi Coolidge's best
year ever," concluded Coach
Millspaugh concerning the last of
her departing five, and the senior
of the quintet in terms of years of
service "She displayed a lot of
growth," Six years ago Mimi
Coolidge arrived on the Summit as
a freshman. Mixing in trips to
London for extended periods, she
fashioned a 30-10 career record as a
Bantam racqueteer. This year at
the number four spot she was 10-2,
winning 32 games and losing only 6For the uninitiated that means that
all ten of her wins she swept 3-0.
George Sutherland took over
the coaching reins from Roy Dath
this year, and led his squad of
Squash-Men to a 12-5 record. Two
seniors are departing his flock: Dan
Adfer and (Captam Aady Stercta.

Adler had a good 9-3 record
playing at the bottom of the Varsity
ladder ma year. He ms il.fetiifiSf
player who had never played'
Squash before coming to Trinity,
and his improvement in all assets of
the game impressed Coach
Sutherland. "Danny's attitude has
been tremendous," he comments.
"He's been a real asset to the
team."
"Its tough to say enough good
things about Andy Storch," says
Sutherland. "He's been an inspiration ."By now everyone knows
thestory of Andy Storch. Elected
Captain for his junior year, he was
unable to play the entire season
because of a bad knee. Still, the
players had enough confidence in
his leadership to re-elect him for
%his senior year. He worked himself
hard, "as hard as anyone. His
example was a real asset."
Sutherland also cited his humor,
his spirit, his positive rapport with
both players and coaches, his
dedication. "Andy's re-emergence
was met with enthusiasm by the
entire squad. It was a motivating
factor in this year's success."
Both
Millspaugh
and
Sutherland are pleased with the
1979 results. Still, the Women's
Team is losing a large number of
important players. "It could be
tough next year," says Milkpaugh,
"a building propsltion."
Sutherland on the other hand,
>U1 have a nice blend of youth and
experience. "It shuld be fun," he
•says. '
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More Sports
Lacrosse Shows Promise In Pre-Seasm

freshmen this year, some of whom year, but presently ailing. Caserta
could m"ake a great difference in assuredly took to the nets, and his'
the team's performance.
quickness and enthusiasm were av
Some of these freshmen were great asset in the team's fine
quite impressive at Wednesday's showing.
scrimmage with Babson and
On defense, Matt Smith is a
Saturday's with the Fairfield tenacious freshman who is super at
Lacrosse Club. Goalie Gregg - man-to-man coverage. He also
Caserta was perhaps the standout. showed some slick moves, ideal for
Peter Lawson-Johnston, last year's bringing the ball out of the
nation-leading goalie, is back this defensive zone. Bill Miller, Bob
Shaw, and Bob Mostertz have all
returned, and look better than
ever, especially Shaw. Bob Grant
and Andy Boyland are two big
sophomores moved up after a year
on JV to provide the muscle to
move out the opposing attack.
As for the Bantam attack it will'
be potent to say the least. Co-C apt.
Greg Carey leads the ranks, while
fellow Co-Capt. Clint Brown encourages from the sidelines as his
leg heals (quicly, we hope). Tom
McGowan, a sometime-attackman
last year, has moved up for good,
and should pose a threat to enemy
goalies. Freshman Ward Classen is
working hard at obtaining a
staarting spot, along with this year's
bid from the lax capital of the
country, Harriton, Pa., Ted Austin.
Yet despite all the talent on
defense and offense, Trin's
strength is at midfteld. Three solid
lines have already been formulated
in the two scrimmages, and the
Co-Captain Greg Carey' darts around a Fairfield Lax Club opponent
roster is still in the developmental

by Nancy Lucas
The temperature may still dip
below freezing* now and then, but
spring is definitely in the air. The
coming of spring means only one
thing to lacrosse fans—it's time!
And this lacrosse season should
be a good one. Although six seniors
graduated from last year's 8-2
squad, fourth seeded in the EC AC
playoffs, there is a valuable crop of

5n pre-season scrimmage.

by Nick Noble
Spring is here. The grass is
green, the sky is blue, and the voice
of the umpire is heard in the land.
The Bantams are back, and
hopefully better thaii' they were'a
season ago. As one wag gently put
it: "There's no place to go now but
up." Or outside. And that's what
the Bantam Baseball Team did last
Friday, as the wintry skies of happy
Hartford gave way for a moment to
hints of springtime. Outdoors they
trooped, to hit the ball in the light
of day, free at last from the tomblike environs of the Field House.
Captain Joe LoRusso (a first
baseman by trade) Stood at the
mound and began to lob hittable
pills up to the plate. Steve
Gugliemo got caught in the mud
around home as he tried 4e catch
his Captain's service.
"Hey
Coach!"
shouted
LoRusso. "These balls are wapped."
"Warped, Rudy, warped,"
corrected ace hurler Bill Lynch
from where he stood on the first
base line, "Don't they teach you
guys from Boston any English?"
I picked up Rudy's glove and
advanced to first base. The mud
was soft underfoot. In the outfield
The players were having a little
trouble with- their footing and
moved slowly, deliberately. I set
myself. The pitch. The ball was hit,
It rolled damply down towards
second. '
"Nick, take the throw," called

photo by Nancy Lucas
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Defenseman Bob Shaw [right] looks outstanding in pre-season.
stages. Missing from pre-season power at midfield will lie with
action are two of last year's Doug Bennett and Scott Growney.
strongest players, Bob Plumb and Bennett showed some style versus
John Rafferty.
Fairfield Lacrosse Club on
Two hot freshmen prospects Saturday, and Growney—well,
trying to break into an already- barring injury, Growney could
solid lineup are David Hudson and easily go on to be the best lacrosse
Randy Smouse. Hudson, one of the player in New England.
last people to make the cut, may
All in all, the '79 lax squad is a
turn out to be one of Coach Mike talented, powerful one, a team on
Darr's better choices.
its way to a second straight playoff
A speedy Peter Duncan was a bid. A preparatory week of
pleasant surprise among the scrimmages in summy Florida is up
returnees, and Rusty Nisbet, Steve and coming, and following spring
Stuart, Tom Melly, and Tom vaction, the Bants should be ready
Davidson all showed improvement to meet the challenge of Westfield
in the pair of scrimmages. Again on April 9.
this year, the brunt of the scoring

The Rites Of Spring

Gary Palmer as he scooped up the
sphere. He flipped it gently in my
direction, I put it away with a snap
of the glove, and it felt good. But it
wasn't the same. After all, I had
Been cut only two weeks before..
But I'm getting ahead of myself.
It all started before Christmas
'when I decided that I didn't want to
write another boring (to me) preseason piece about Trinity Varsity
Baseball (a team I have covered
since freshman year, through lots
of hell and .considerable high
water). So I vowed I would try out
for the squad. Third Base.»I have
always had an affection for Third
Base. The Hot Corner. Ed Charles
(does anyone remember Ed
Charles?) was my first hero at
third. He wrote poetry and got the
assist on the last out of the fifth
game of the 1969 World Series that
gave t h e ' Mets their Miracle
Championship. What the hell, I
thought. Give it a shot. A fat
George Plimpton.
So I started to work out. I ran
every day (or almost every day). I
started throwing. I pushed my arm
too hard at first, but then the
soreness left, and it felt good. I
began swinging a weighted bat, and
sprinting around the indoor track. I
actually lost weight (not that I
couldn't afford to) and eagerly
awaited tryouts.
Tryouts came and I went,
literally, to pieces. The real thing is
a hell of a lot harder than fielding
easy grounders thrown to you by a

Joe LoRusao lines one to left to 1978 nettou; photo by Nick Noble

sympathetic friend. On the first day
I booted more balls in four hours'
than Butch Hobson did all last
season. I pulled one nice play,
turning two. I was playing second,
and I- barehanded a patented
Carmen Palladino high chopper
and snapped it quickly to Bobby
• Alrnquist crossing from short to
cover the bag; but the rest of the
day was miserable.
The second day was not much
better. My arm was sore. The
minutes blended into hours and
everything became an interminable
fog in my memory. Throwing
indoors was bad, but not quite as
impossible as catching the damned
thing. The ball kept getting lost in
the dungeon of muted browns and
grays streaked with dusty sunlight
from above. I must have set a
record for pre-season errors by an
infielder anywhere at anytime in
the world. But oh yeah, it was fun.
•'' The third day I got a chance to
hit. That I got a chance does not
imply that I made the most of it,
Rather it is in fact the case that I
made the least of it: the very least.
1 hit the ball twice. Once off my
foot, once foul over the first
baseman's head (about twenty feet
over). The rest of the time I was
behind the ball, ahead of the ball,
under the ball, over the ball,
anywhere but on the ball, but my
fielding had improved. I didn't
make an error all day.
I saw Coach Robie Shuts
watching me out of the corner of
his eye. He knew that the future of
the franchise depended on the
success or failure of this portly
rookie prospect. So I gave it my all.
I actually fielded well (though I
have, a feeling that Bill Lynch was
being less than taxing when he hit
me a grounder).
That afternoon I was cut. Robie
had dropped the ax as nicely as
possible: I was listed as manager.
But what about the team, you
ask? Well, while I was missing the
ball entirely, they were fielding it
deftly, and then winging it wildly
towards first base. It got so
wfifeiiever-ar prospect particularly

photo by Nick Noble
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Bill Lynch on the mound for the Bantams last spring.
notorious for his wild cannon ! Paul Pieszak has the inside
stepped up to field one, Rudy track on the center field slot. A
would exercise his Captain's great glove is Pieszak's strong
prerogative and step aside saying, point, and quick feet. He tied the
"Carl, you play first for this one. I'll old Triity stolen base record with 13
watch."
in 1978, while Al Waugh went on to
But actually, things do look set a new one of 21 in the same
better than last year. There is a campaign. So Paul Pieszak is
little more depth in the pitching looking forward to a shot at
corps, and while some important breaking that mark, and his exbats have been lost, the gloves are perience should give the outthe tightest they've been in three fielding corps some stability.
years., Last season, for all the
Joe LoRusso, the Captain, is a
team's offensive prowess (they set a fine fielding first baseman with a
million different hitting, scoring, strong bat. If Rudy starts to cook at
and base-stealing records), they the plate the way he did the second
also set a- plethora of negative half of last season he should play an
marks, for runs allowed, errors important role in molding a winnermade, batters walked, and chances
The pitching staff was the big
blown.
question mark in 1978. The number
This year, for the first time in a one man oh the mound this spring
long while, there are enough good is Bill Lynch. Lynch has been the
gloves for every position. So, for team's stopper since his freshman
the first time in a Jong while, the year. He is still the ace of the staff
decision can be made on the bat, as a junior, and can be relied on to
and the lineup can be as potent as take command in clutch situations.
possible.
Mike Goss had ,a rough.freshman
There are only three seniors on season, but began to pitch well in
the squad. Behind the plate, Bill the waning weeks, especially
Irvine provides a steadiness born of against Springfield. His fastball1
experience. Last season his bat should add to the starting depth.
provided considerable excitement Kevin Doyle is a freshman, and U
during the long, losing weeks. For he recovers from a somewhat sore
one five game stretch he -hit .450 pre-season shoulder, Coach Shuts
and stole six bases. He hit the first feels he could be the team's third.
regular season home run down in . starter. Crafty knuckleballer Jvlike
Floridalast March, and should be a
•••••.•••••'• / .' : ''«64ft?'on'F..12':.v- '. ' ' ' . ••
catalyst .this-spring,..,
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More Sports
Hockey 1978-79: A Season To Remember
by Nancy Lucas

Bob Plumb became the third leading scorer In Trinity Hockey
history by notching 58 points this past season to bring his career
totalto125.
photo by J on Lester

In addition to being a hockey
writer, I am also one of the team's
biggest fans. And from a fan's point
of view, the '78-79 Bantams were
something to cheer about.
Despite playing a schedule that
some hockey experts felt was too
lenient (and as a result, detrimental
to total development of the vast
potential that abounded on this
year's squad), the Bants proved to
everyone that they are a team to
contend with. Their outstanding 155 record (14-3 in the division) was
one indication of their hockey
prowess, yet even the losses were
displays in courage and ability. In
the 7-5 loss to New Haven, for
example, the Bantams made a up a
5-1 deficit in the third period to
come within one before the clock

Sports Scene From The Summit
' MAXMtm'
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Senior Tri-Captatas Ted Walkowta, George Brickley, and Peter lawson-Jo*™*" • « • * J
Championship
Trophy for the Wesleyan Invitational Hockey Tournament from the Cardinal Atnieac
p
photo
Di
h by Jon Lester
Director.
by Nancy Lucas
the
In Madison Square Garden, when hockey season is over for the New York
m s
the ice and put the Zamboni back into mothballs. At Glastonbury, on the ot.h.eer
would
operation all year long. Yet, for some Trinity Hockey players,-winter 79 was the
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^ r ^ t r h r ended. Trinity's mostprohTic scorer P * - j * J - < j ~

Framingham State two weeks ago, and bid adieu with 2 goals and a n ^ l ^ l l Z ' t h e S S
Brickie)Twill be greatly missed by the Trinity Hockey organization and long remembered by the fans.
B

^
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last for goalie Ted Wa.kowic, Wacko has the
ey history. And he made those f"«»

was all his own-there will never be another "Guy .
consistently eutsy players in* the entire
Sam Gray and Clint Brown are perhaps two of the most •consistentiy guxsy p y
league. G r a m m e up with some of his best: hotkey^own the
^^C££
spirited
a n t a mv s^ . ^ °verHoba£
£ ^ e f vacatipn to his u n t i m d y
spirited play
play helped
helped spark
spark the
the B
Bantams.to
ever, coming up with 13 goals andd 13
Althoiiah
13 assists.
t In a pperiod that ran irom wwici v
injury
in practice prior to the
UConn game, Brown scored an average of over a « ££ » p m AUhqugh
ij
h UC
Gray has been suspected of skating with his head where it shooldn t ^."riUwMsj^
°£St
these two are the epitome of tenacity, whose work was greatly appreciated by player and spectator
defensive ranks, not to mention the team as a whole, will
their leader, Peter Lawson-Johnston. W had
a ^ ^ ^
get stronger with every game he played

are a bunch of Bantams that shall be remembered for a long, long time.

£ 2£5

linemate Tom Chase. Chase came
ran out on them.
There were pverwhelming up with his first Trinity hat trick in
victories (18-2 over Quinnipiac) and - the playoff game against RIT.
The sophomores on defense
hard-fought battles (the second
confrontation with the C ardinals of were the stalwarts' of the team .
Wesleyan, ending hi a 4-3 victory David Martin, although plagued
for the Boys in Blue). And who will with a painful back which kept him
ever forget the heartbreaking loss sidelined for much of the season,
in Natick, Mass., to those ultimate displayed his own brand of
spoilers, the Rams of Framingham successful, stand-up defense in the
State? Certainly not I, and I think I Framingham tussle. Jack Slattery
speak for every Trinty fan when I impressed everyone with his 200%
say that not enough credit can be improvement over last year, and
heaped on this team.
played some fine hockey,
Yet, questions arise as to tjle especially during that long, cold
fate of the Bantams next seasdn. month of January. The most
Graduating this year are tAvo pleasant surprise among the
Trinity Hockey legends, George
Brickley and Ted "Waoko"
Walkowicz. Brickley shattered
every school scoring record with
his 79 point season, giving him a
phenomenal total of 195 career
points. And Wacko sports an
unsurpassed Trinity total of 1966
saves, to go along with an impressive .882 save percentage.
Without these two stars, some may
have reason to believe that Trinity
hockey, is in for a. letdown year.
But these select few should look Dave Martin was part of a stellar
again. Bob Plumb, a junior, is Bantam defensive corps that allowalready among the Trinity hockey ed the fewest shots on goal in
scoring leaders with 68 goals and Trinity Hockey history.
125 points. Plumb had an out- defensive corps was Peter Duncan.
standing year, coming up with 29 A converted wing, it,took Duncan
goals and 29 assists. Observing his only a few games to get the hang of
steady improvement over the past his new position. Now, the feisty
three years, one can only believe Bantam is overwhelmingly opthat Bob Plumb will utilize his timistic. "Next year, I'll be the golden stick to lead his team in
Incredible Hulk," he says. Watch
scoring next year.
out, Division III. Trin is stocked
Backing Plumb up are freshmen
with superheroes.
David Roman and Joe Upton.
Among those defensive C aptain
Those two- flrst-year player* came Marvels is junior Dana Barnatd.
on strong towards the end of the Barnard has been on the ECAC
'season. Roman picked up a hat Div. rIII All-Star Team for two
trick in the 7-6 win over Div. II years now, and will probably grace
Bryant, and Upton played a good the recordbooks with his name
game against Framingham, Also again this season. He already holds
surviving their rookie season
the record for most points for a
admirably are Bob Ferguson and defenseman with one more winter
Karl Nelson. Nelson earned the to go. Most importantly, Barnard
prestigious position of ECAD Div. provides his teammates with the
JJI Rookie-of-the-Week for his 5 kind of solid defense that prevents
goal onslaught versus Quinnipiac. opposing goals.
rf
Between shoulder injuries, Glenn
Fellow junior Rick Margenot,
Scanlan showed much potential on
ever ebbulient and always hustling,
defense. And Ed Ryan holds
promise for the future in the goal- will return next year to add that
tending position. His outstanding much needed spark when the
performance in the- 4-3 victory over troops are down. Margenot, though
Bentley was an indication of his not large by hockey standards, is
seven feet tall when he's on the ice,
capabilities.
forever in pursuit of the "ebony
For the second-year players, it disc." William Bullard had his bestwas a rebuilding year. Larry ever year, and broke«into the
Rosenthal learned a lot this winter. Trinity hockey annals with his 6When he was on, there was no assist display in the Quinnipiac
stopping him. His speed and finesse conquest. And what wrap-up would
developed immensely. Ditto for be complete without mention of
the dedicated Dave Snyderwine as
back-up goalie?
All these forces will be marshalled under mentor John
Dunham. The Little General has
led his troops to three consecutive
playoff berths, and there is no
reason why he can't do it again. His
dedication to the sport has made
Trinity Hockey the vastly
successful program it is today.
I would be lying if I said that the
departing seniors will not be
missed, from Brickley, Tom
Keenan, Sam Gray and Clint
Brown up front, to Pete LawsonJohnston and Ted Almy on
defense, to Ted Walkowicz in goal,
the contributions made by this
group to Trinity hockey have been
tremendous.
But when all the good-byes are
said and done, it is next year's team
that we, the fans, can look forward
to with great hopes and expectations. With the addition of a
George Brickley, ECAC Diviataa HI good batch of freshmen recruits.
leading scoter for 1979 with 39 Trinity hockey is alive and well and
goals and 40 assists for 79 points.
resting till November.
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Runners Highlight Men's Track Expectations
by Alex Magoun
Sprinter Walter Champion
turned around in the dining hall
line. "Hey, is Hazelton working us
any harder this year?," he asked the
srm.
person behind him. "Well, yes, I'd
say so," came the reply. "Goddamn right he i s , " Champ observed. "He's killing u s . "
It's actually the fault of John
Sandman and Alex Magoun, and it
only goes back to the last week of
indoor track. Track and field coach
Rick Hazelton merely assigned the
workouts that sent the two distance
runners to astonishing breakthroughs in their events at
Coast Gurad last month. Now the
coach is applying the experience
gained from that meet to all trackmen, with generally satisfactory
results, notwithstanding the above
Coach. Rick Hazelton times Walter Champion [foregronnd], Peter
remarks, 220's and quarter miles
Hoops [rear right], and Rob Reading [left].
photo by David Carvelle
are doled out like candy in the
cage, and already one runner has
thrown up ("just a little bit," he said
later).
Despite the more arduous preby Nick Noble
the game. Lisa Halle and Ellen
season workouts, Hazelton does
not believe this team will be as
"It's going to be a strong Nalle (that dynamic duo), along
strong as last year's. "We've lost
Varsity," declared Coach Robin with Annie Hollingsworth, round
two record-holders and eighteen
Sheppard about this year's out the upperclassmen.
Among the freshmen there are points a meet with Bret Maclnnes
Women's Lacrosse prospects. "As
strong a Varsity as we've ever had." some good prospects. Sherry (TJ, HJ, EO hurdles) and Rich Wang
Hoping to improve on last Benzel, Parsons Witbeck, Lisa (110 hurdles) gone," he explained in
year's impressive 6-2-1 season, Nolen, and Sally Larkin have an interview last week. "Jeff
Trinity's 1979 Lax-Women are impressed on defense, while Sheila Mather will step right in where
working hard in pre-season. There Newberry has performed superbly David Poulin left off in the weights,
is a strong nucleaus of veteran • at pre-season attack. From all this a but we'll be hurting in the pole
talent on the squad, and some team should come, and preliminary vault and the jumps."
There are-, compensations,
potentially potent prospects among indications are that it should be a
however, for the losses in the field
the freshmen candidates. All this winner.
On the JV level things will not events. The Bantams have a shot at
spells out an optimistic outlook for
be as in the past, says Coach first place at every distance. The
the warm weather campaign.
Sophomore Anne Madarasz Sheppard. In previous years the aforementioned Champion, who
returns in goal for the Bantams. Bantam JV has been like a second clocked 10.1 in the 100 between
Her determined, competitive style Varsity, and has romped over most pulled hamstrings last Spring, leads
of play has made her an invaluable of their JV competition. They are a a large sprint crew. Not far behind
good bunch this year, but there is him is beardless. Dave Biega, Uko
asset to the teani.
Jane Dwight and Lisa Lorillard not much depth, and as of yet there Udodong, Hendrik Bouhuys, all
are back in action to provide the is no goalie for the JV team. back from last year, and Albert
Triri-Women, with
dynamic "Things should be more com- Agyeman. From this group
defense. They will be joined by petitive at the Junior Varsity level," Hazelton and sprint coach Larry
Lisa Parker, who has returned from says Sheppard, "which is much Mattison will decide who runs the
her travels in continental Europe to better for the development of the 440 relay.
Bob Reading and a less ramhelp keep the opposition'from younger players,"
To polish up their talents a •tmnctious Peter Hoops will lead
getting off shots at the Bantam
team of Trinity Lax-Women are Trinity in the quarter, but the
cage. _ ' • '
The Trinity attack is chock-full heading south to a Lacrosse Camp search is on for a third and fourth
of talent. From Captain Frances in sunny Florida. There they will in the mile relay. Reading is likely
"Spit" Dobbin (who hopes to bring perfect their skills, and hopefully
the winning ways of Field Hockey return north ready to handle the
into the Lacrosse scene) to Carter Smith Jamboree on April 7, and
Wurts to Dottie Bundy to Katie then their home opener, April 30,
Jebb, the Bantams will be able to against the Wesleyan Cardinals,
,
byKathySchlein
score goals, and that's the name of and come up smiling.
Trinity Women's Track is finally underway. In the past the
program has struggled, but this^
year it seems to have gotten off to a
solid start. The "79 season has so

Women's LaxLooks Strong

to triple in the 200 as well.
The Bantams lost two fine half
milers in Dan Howe and Alex
Sherwood, but Bob Rasmussen and
John Sandman have excelled in
workouts thus far and should score
their, share of points.
" Last year, Sandman and
Magoun removed 34 seconds from
the college record in the threemile. This time around Magoun
plans to remove another 20
seconds from his teammate's
standard (15:00.5) and qualify for
the Eastern small college meet.
If he doesn't make it, Jeff
Mather, Chip McKeehan and Bob
Fers will. Mather improved his own
discus record to 1614 last year, and
he may well add the hammer
record to his collection this time
around. The extremely big cocaptain also leads Trinity's shot put
team, but it is his skill in the discus
that should send him to the NCAA
Div. Ill championships.
McKeehan and Fers are the
Bantams' javelin throwers par
excellence, and if they break 201
feet, they too should have rides to
the NCAA's. McKeehan has the
school record of 191-1 and Fers is
less than five feet behind him.
They may not reach the post
season meets, but John Brennan
and Doug Brooks give the team

more hope in the 440 intermediate
hurdles than in the past. "They will
break 60," said Hazelton, who
didn't mention what would happen
if they don't. Brennan will also run
the 110 high hurdles.
Trinity's weak spot is in the
various jumping events. Pole
vaulters are hard to come try these
days, and failing a small miracle,
the Bantams may forfeit the event.
Dave Smith could clear six feet in
the high jump, but he, Udodong,
and Mark Padden will be pressed
to score in the long jump. Tony
Pace, the sundae man, will have to
bounce 41 feet in the triple jump to
score points.
Is this team worse than last
year's? That depends on a number
of factors, the first of which centers
on the performance of the freshmen and returning lettermen and
how well they replace the 240-plus
points lost from last season.
Another is the, maintenance of
team morale and camaraderie. This
means a great deal to the Bantams,
especially when campus support is
a negative factor through its absence. There are two home meets,
and they give the college community an opportunity to see if
Coach Hazelton is right, and to
show that fan support can help the
home squad prove him wrong.

From left to right: Uko Udodong, Max Ednsei, and Robert Lanzner
sprinting for the Bantams.
" photo by David Carvelle

Women's Track Shaping Up For Spring

Golf Set For 7 9

last year's 9-7 squad the prospects
appear bright.
The 1979 Bantam golfers will
Co-Captains John Flynn and,
surely miss the services of former Rob Golding will lead the Bantams
Captain and ace Bill Dodge, but this spring. Juniors Tom Hunter
with six lettermen returning from and David Joseph Koeppel, and
Sophomores John O'Connell and
Charlie Raymer will make up the
core of the team. Senior Tom
Cholnoky, Junior Doug Mackay,
•§. and Freshmen Joe Upton and
| David Congdon will be among
5f those hoping to break into the
"**"*
.
•? line-up.
^
Once again Ted Coia will hold
2 the coaching reins with hopes of
S. improving on last year's somewhat
2 disappointing season.
3
The team opens its season April
•
10th against Eastern power U.R.I.
and the University of Hartford at
"'- .
the Point Judith Country Club in
Rhode Island. If the Bantams can
<*
'•?,' score consistently as a team and if
• n ' /*' " , ;•
mother nature cooperates, 1979
could be a very successful season.
David Koeppel
by Rob Goldlng

far attracted thirty women, with a
sizeable number of promising
freshmen.
Returning from last year are
veterans Lanier Drew, an outstanding distance runner, and Anne
Montgomery, a strong high-jumper
and sprinter. The team will miss
the services of Mary Zackrison, one
of the shining stars of last Spring's
squad, who is away this year.
Still, both Coach Rick Hazelton

and Coach Jane Millspaugh are
pleased with the large turnout, and
are looking forward to a successful
season. The overwhelming number
of participants will allow the
Bantams to be three-deep in all
events, increasing the opportunities to score.
Come watch the Bantams burn
rubber on April 6th with a tri-meet
against St. Joseph's and Thomas
Magnus.

Men's Varsity- Tennis
Cautiously Optimistic

*

»

i*

•*

LsnleffDrew

by Nick Noble
With their top three players
returning from last year's highly
successful Men's Varsity Tennis
squad, things should be looking up.
"But depth is the real question,"
asserts Head Coach George Sutherland. "Depth," he sighs, "and
doubles."
Tim Jenkins, Drew Hastings,
and Eric Matthews, all outstanding
performers last spring, will most
likely fill out the top three spots.
Their return makes Coach Sutherland "cautiously optimistic" about
the_upcoming campaign. "Things
could work: out welL" explains
Sutherland, "if: the new" talent

comes through."
The competition for the remaining Varsity positions is close. There
are several prospects with poten-'rial, and both Sutherland and
""
Co-Captain Tim Jenkijis are hopeful that some will step ably into
Varsity shoes.
Sutherland plans to come up
with a strong number one doubles
duo made up of two from his top
trio. The other doubles tandem is
still a cipher, however. Yet the
pieces of the puzzle may all drop
gently into place, and whatever the
outcome, there should be some
exciting racquet action on the
Hilltop this April.

